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Montclair State College, Upper Montclair, N j 07043

Pub Manager Resigns
Rathskeller manager John Keating
submitted a letter of resignation

Monday for reasons he described as
"profound differences of opinion"

Dickson Nixes
Ngunjiri Renewal
By Janet Byrne
MSC
President
David
W.D.
Dickson
has "decided not to
recommend Ngari Ngunjiri to the
Board of Trustees for reappointment
for AY (academic year) 1976-77," as
stated in a letter from Dickson to the
linguistics instructor dated Mon.,
Dec. 1.
According to English instructor
P e rc y
J o h n s to n ,
A m erican
Federation
of
Teachers (AFT)
member representing the instructor,
Ngunjiri
is appealing Dickson's
recommendation through a grievance
process known as the Selected
Procedures Agreement.
DICK SO N’S
RECOMMENDA
TION that Ngunjiri not be rehired
concurs with a recommendation of
Dr. Wolfgang B. Fleishmann, dean of
the School of Humanities and
uppo«es re c o m m e n d a tio n s fr o m th e
fa c u lty
P e rs o n n e l
A d v is o r y

Committee (PAC) of the linguistics
departm ent
and
the
Student
Personnel
Advisory
Committee
(SPAC). Both the PAC & SPAC
recommended that
Ngunjiri be
reappointed for the fall 1976
semester.
Dr. Milton Seegmiller, chairman
of the PAC, thinks that the
President's recommendation to not
CORRECTION: In the Thurs.,
N ov.
20
issue
of
the
MONTCLARION it was reported
th a t
D r.
W o lfg a n g
B.
Fleischmann, dean of the School
of Humanities, recommended that
lin g u is tic s
instructor
Ngari
Ngunjiri not be rehired for the
spring semester. Fleischmann's
recommendation applies to the
fall 1976 semester.

RSB

r e h ir e
N g u n jir i
w ill
be
"rubber-stamped" by the Board of
Trustees Wed., Dec. 10, when the
board is scheduled to vote on
approximately 70 persons being
considered for reappointment.
Dickson
declined
to
argue
Seegmillers's statement in press, but
contended that every trustee will
receive a file on Ngunjiri before the
public meeting and "w ill read
everything."
"IT SEEMS to me this decision
(to not rehire) was made a long time
a g o ,"
N g u n jiri
himself
said
Wednesday.
" I haven't heard of any cases
where they (the Board of Trustees)
have
reversed
the
President's
re c o m m e n d a tio n ,"
Seegm iller
commented.
Questioned as to the possibility of
Dickson’s recommendation being
reversed as a result of use of the
grievance
procedure,
Johnston
responded. "There is machinery
available to appeal and it is now in
process.
"IT (THE grievance procedure) is
not a sham. It is not a useless
appendage," he added. Johnston
withheld comment on the specifics of
Ngunjiri's case.
A petition circulated on behalf of
rehiring Ngunjiri labels Fleischmann's
recommendations that Ngunjiri not
be reappointed and that the Swahili
courses he teaches be cancelled,
"racist” and "culturally biased."
The Association of Black Faculty
and Administrative Staff (ABFAS)
"strongly objects to the implications
involved in Dean Fleischmann's and
Dr. Gawley's (Dr. Irwin R. Gawley,
vice-president for academic affairs)
non-reappointment decision."

to

By Barbara Ponsi
A number of student organizations are planning a rally
in Trenton on Wed., Dec. 10 with the purpose of getting a
definite statement from NJ Governor Brendan T. Byrne
on whether or not there w ill be a tuition hike, according
to a spokesman for the Revolutionary Student Brigade
(RSB), one of the sponsors of the rally.
Another RSB spokesman explained that the major
difference between this rally and the Nov. 24 rally
conducted by the New Jersey Student Association
(NJSA) is that the RSB is in opposition to a state income
tax while the NJSA supported a progressive income tax.
"WE ARE opposed to an income tax because the
money w ill come out of the pockets of the working class
people,” the spokesman added.
Both RSB spokesmen are from Rutgers/New
Brunswick. They explained that they wanted Byrne to
“ definitely say there w ill be no tuition hike and to
address all the students rather than a select group of
representatives."
The basic ideology of the sponsoring groups, as stated
•n a leaflet which they distributed on campus Wednesday
is that working class people are being forced to pay for

regarding the way the Student Center
is run and the direction it has taken
over the past five months.
Keating stressed that he is "n ot
resigning happily."
HAROLD OSTROFF, director of
Center business operations, received
Keating's letter of resignation and
stated that Keating is leaving "to go
on to bigger and better things.
"He alluded that he would like to
change his position," Ostroff said.
Keating insists that he has no
immediate job plans and is resigning
because of "differences I have with
the Center management."
DIFFERENCES INCLUDE the
Rathskeller manager's observation
that the Center, once "student
service-oriented," has become overly
"business-oriented" within the past
five months.
Keating explained that in August,
the Center management was divided
into two areas: business operations
under the direction of Ostroff and
student activities under the direction
of Thomas Stepanowski.
Ostroff said that he met with

John Keating
Rathskeller Manager Resigns
Keating and Keating told him that he
would not consider changing his

decision
even
if
the
Center
management again became a one-man
operation.
"H E
WAS
fir m
in
his
resignation," Ostroff said.
An informal poll of Rathskeller
employes indicates that some will
consider leaving when Keating's
resignation becomes effective Jan.
23.
The employes had a great amount
of praise for the job that Keating has
done as manager for the past
year-and-a-half.
"THE Q UALITY of work w ill not
be the same now that he's leaving,"
one worker remarked.
Another speculated, "The new
manager
w ill
most
likely
be
hand-picked by O stroff."
According
to
Ostroff,
new
applicants will be screened by a
search committee comprised of
representatives from the Student
Activities Office, the SGA, the
Student Center Advisory Board, and
the Faculty/Student Co-op.
HE ADDED that a new manager
must be hired by Jan. 20.

Marco*. AFT'll W in

By Josephine Policastro

An election held Wednesday and
Thursday will determine the new
bargaining agent of faculty members
at state colleges, according to
Marcoantonio Lacatena, president of
the local American Federation of
Teachers
(AFT),
the
present
bargaining agent for state college
faculties.
"The AFT w ill win and possibly
without a run off," said Lacatena.
C H O IC ES
FOR
the
new
representative were the American
Federation of University Professors
(AAUP), the American Federation of
Teachers (AFT), the New Jersey
State College Faculty Association
(NJSCFA), or no bargaining agent at
all.
Predicting the outcome of the
election, Lacatena was confident and

said that if a run off is necessary it
would probably occur because of a
very small percentage.
The election was conducted by
the NJ Public Employment Relations
Commission. Secret ballots were used
to vote for a collective negotiating
representative,
according
to
a
spokesman.
A MAJORITY o f 50% is needed
to win. As the MONTCLARION
went to press the results of the
election were not tabulated.
Lucinda Long, a member of the
Rank and File Caucus of the AFT
feels that a union is preferable to a
p ro fe ssio n a l
association.
She
explained that since the AFT is
affiliated with the AFL/CIO, strike
actions will be more successful.
Long further stated that the
Caucus agrees with some of the
criticisms that have been made
against the AFT but that they are

TrySecond Rally

fit *

i

present economic crises via layoffs, pay cuts and cutbacks
in social services such as education.
"WE DIDN'T cause the economic crisis and so we
should not be forced to pay for it through an income
tax,” one of the spokesman commented.
The spokesman added, "We want to show the state
that students are really serious about not having their
tuition raised and not being forced to pay a state income
tax."
The rally w ill take place in front of the state house
with buses leaving at 9 am from the following locations:
High St. at Rutgers/Newark, the front gate at Kennedy
Blvd. at Jersey City State College, Student Center on
College Ave. at Rutgers/New Brunswick and the
quadrangle at William Paterson College.
FOR MORE information call 445-2451, 673-4218,
279-6594 or 564-1420.
Sponsors of the rally include the Trenton Committee
to Fight the Cuts, MSC People for Radical Political
Action, Black Organization o f Students - Rutgers/Newark,
Jersey City Committee to Fight Tuition Hikes, Ramapo
Committee to Fight Cutbacks and the Paterson
Committee to Fight Tuition Hikes.

m

.

\

j

interested in reforming from within.
According to Long the Caucus desires
a union as it is more m ilitant and
better able to assist workers.
AC C O R D IN G
TO
NJSCFA
literature the AFT became the
bargaining agent in 1972 by a margin
of one vote. NJSCFA's Dec. 1
bulletin sites last year's strike and the
AFT's failure to win a 1975-76 salary
increase as reasons to change
negotiating representatives.
Lacatena said the issue in the
election is "the integrity of college
bargaining." He further stated that
when the NJSCFA was the bargaining
agent
th e y
never
effectively
represented the faculty.
THE AFT president feels effective
representation cannot come from the
NJSCFA as they are not a powerful
enough group. He claims support is
needed and the state college faculty
cannot go it alone.

n m

.

M O N TC LA R IO N /S ue Castner

DELUXE POSITION: MSC student Melinda McHaren surveys the scene as
crowds o f collegians rallied last week in front o f the state house in Trenton to
protest tuition increases and education cutbacks. Rally stories appear on p <ge

3.
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D a te b o o k
TODAY, FRI., DEC. 5
EXHIBIT. "Fantasy Landscapes' by Carmen Cicero, instructor of fine arts,
sponsored by the cultural programming office. Gallery One, Monday through
Friday, 9 am-5 pm. Free.
DRAMA. "George Washington Slept Here” in Major Theater Series
production. Memorial Auditorium , 2:15 and 8:30 pm. Admission: SGA ID,
$1.25; senior citizens, $2; and others, $2.50.
FILM. "Soylent Green," sponsored by the Black Students Cooperative Union.
Student Center ballrooms, 8 pm. Admission: 25 cents.
FORUM. "The Impact o f the American Revolution upon Europe" featuring
five members of the history department faculty, sponsored by the department.
Calcia Auditorium , 8 pm. Free.
FLOOR HOCKEY. Sponsored by Student Intramural Leisure Council (SILC).
College High gym, 8:15-10 pm. SGA ID free.
SAT., DEC. 6
CRAFT SHOP. Life Hall. Open Monday through Wednesday 2-5 and 6-9 pm,
Thursday 2-5 pm and Saturday 3-6 pm.
MASS. Sponsored by Newman Community. Newman House, 6:30 pm.
DRAMA. "George Washington Slept Here" in Major Theater Series
production. Memorial Auditorium , 8:30 pm.
SUN., DEC. 7
MASS. Studio Theater, 11 am. Newman House, 7:30 pm.
FACULTY RECITAL. Featuring harpist Rosalie Pratt and flu tis t Samuel O.
Pratt, sponsored by the music department. McEachern Recital Hall, 4 pm.
Free.
MON., DEC. 8
GUITAR LESSONS. Sponsored by SILC. Center fourth floo r meeting rooms,
9-10 am. Free.
FOLK DANCING. Sponsored by the International Student Organization. Life
Hall Cafeteria, 8 pm.
HEBREW LESSONS. Sponsored by Jewish Student Union (JSU). Life Hall
room A-201, 8-9 pm. Free.
LECTURE. Featuring Gene Roddenberry, creater/producer of "Star Trek,"
sponsored by College Life Union Board (CLUB) Lectures. Memorial
Auditorium , 8 pm. Admission: SGA ID, $1; others $2.50.
TUES., DEC. 9
OPEN LUNCH HOUR. Sponsored by Newman community. Newman House,
11 am-2 pm.
MEETING. SGA legislature and all interested students. Center fourth floor
meeting rooms, 4 pm.
AUDITIONS. For one-act plays to be produced in January, sponsored by
Players. Center ballroom C, 4-8 pm.
ISRAELI DANCING. Sponsored by JSU. Life Hall Cafeteria, 7-8 pm. Free.
FENCING. Newark/Rutgers. Panzer Gym three, 7 pm.
WED., DEC. 10
LECTURE/DISCUSSION. "F am ily Planning Methods" featuring Ingrid Price,
sponsored by the Women’s Center. Women's Center, noon. Free.
FILM . "L u cia ," sponsored by the Latin American Student Organization and
the Educational O pportunity Fund. Center ballroom A, noon and 8 pm. Free.
AUDITIONS. For one-act plays to be produced in January, sponsored by
Players. Center ballroom C, 4-8 pm.
WATER POLO. Sponsored by SILC. Panzer Gym pool, 6-7 pm. Free.
HOLIDAY BASH. Sponsored by the Psychology and Sociology Clubs and Psi
Chi. Russ Hall lounge, 6 pm. Free.
SLIMNASTICS. Sponsored by SILC. Panzer Gym three, 7-8 pm. Free.
MEETING. Kappa Delta Pi general membership. Center fourth floor meeting
room one, 7:30 pm.

THE
PAPERBACK
BOOK SHOP
50,000
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SLEPTHERE
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Memorial
Auditorium
Dec. 3 - 6 at 8 : 3 0 pm
Dec. 5 at 2 :1 5 pm
Students $1.25
Standard $ 2 . 5 0

*
*

*
*
*
¥
*
*
¥
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
¥

Box o f f i c e h o u r s 9 a m —9 pm

¥

¥
¥
¥

For r e s e r v a t i o n s call

746-9120
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A NEW BEGINNING
Look no further around
vBx you for answers. Look
' . m within yourself; with
in your mind. YOU
^
posess the power
to control
your life1

CREATIVE AWARENESS
is now accepting members
throughout tlie U.S. to
a
further explore the
A
pnweis ot the mind'

Pick up "U N I VEST" literature in
Career Services office and leave
your name and phone number
with Mrs. Freeland. We w ill
arrange for a personal interview
with you at the college at your
convenience.

At the Five Corners!
580 Bloomfield Ave.
Bloomfield, N) 743-4740

TUE UNUSUAL?..
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0
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KaufmanandBart ’s
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F LE X IB L E H O U R S GOOD COMPENSATION!

We Specialize in Filling
Orders for Students!

ZFSca©

S p a s c h /T h e a ta r Department

*

*

complete kc K led

• T hret;(3) W orksho p Seminars
ye a rly w ith Special M em bership rates
M O N T H L Y TAPES O F F E R E D ON S P E C IA L M E M B E R S H IP ON SUCH TOPICS

Id T H £
„
M £H/S W A L L
5 W
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W H IC H IN C L U D E :
Creative and Positive T h in k in g In D e p th C o n ce n tra tio n
A stro P ro je c tio n The 7 Planes New Spaces
Eastern and W estern P h ilo soph y

eo.

J. moUTcM/R, l j l

TW-I3I5

u a
store!
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Major Theater Series

U N U SU A L PAR T-TIM E
O PPO R TUN ITY!

Paperbacks in Stock!

LOOKING fOK

*
*
*
*
*
*

INTRODUCTORY OFFER/M EM BERSHIP NOW ONLY $10
I A t a member I understand you will mail me
each month an information card on next
I months tape. If I do not want that selection,
. I mark the appropriate box and mail the card
I back. I will only receive the selections that
interest me and I have prepaid for. I under
I stand the card must be mailed back within
10 days.

I

NAME
ADDRESS
C ITY
OCCUPATION
COLLEGE

Mail to

CHECK HERE IF YO U DO NOT W ANT
_ TO

I ^ J E LISTED HVTHE^D1RECTOR Y

STATE
PHONE

Z IP

_ _ _ _ _ _ _

CREATIVE AWARENESS MC.
6030 Pandi« Rd Svita A-W3
^

w.trada MITO

—

I

*

*

*
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Classified
W ANTED: Babysitter for three
year-old
boy.
Car necessaiy,
Tuesdays and Thursdays 2-6 pm.
Call 226-0384 after 6:30 pm.
SKIERS, M AKE MONEY AND
SKI FOR FREEI Organize group
tours to Burke Mountain from
your campus. For Information
call collect (802) 626-3305 to
Lewis Dean or write Burke
Mountain, RFD 6, East Burke,
Vt. 05832.
PAR T-TIM E: Earn $25 and up
per night, m /f parking cars at
local restaurants on weeknlghts or
weekends. Must have valid driver’s
license and own transportation.
Call
575-1146
or 226-3771,
North Jersey Valet Parking.
FOR SALE: Life Library of
P h o to g ra p h y .
Entire
set,
brand-new, $75. Call Steve at
893-4625 In the evening or call
893-4144 to leave message.
INTERESTED
in
Day
Care
Service? Please complete surveys
available at the Student Center
Information desk or at the SGA
office, Student Center fourth
floor.
A V O N . Call Karen, your campus
representative, for everyday needs
or Inexpensive Christmas gift
ideas at 748-4268.
SENIORS! Equitable of Iowa has
an Idea for you. Call Michael
Hatem at 667-8897 or 461-2946.
FOR SALE: Women's full-length
suede coat. Never worn, must sell,
$90 firm. Call 746-5310 after 7
pm.
FOR
SALE:, 1974 Corvette,
white, air, am/fm stereo. Tilt
steering wheel, power windows,
custom
leather
Interior, 350
engine. Radial tires, 14,000 miles.
Call 478-3671 after 3 pm.
W ANTED: Talented keyboardist
for band. We have PA and
rehearsal space. Call John at
746-7491 or Eric at 471-8587.
Rehearse Immediately.
I CAN TEACH YO U to play the
guitar like a demon. $5 per half
hour with Jordan H. Chassan. Call
746-1191.

W ANTED: Performers with any - ~ "
kind of talent for the Chapin
coffee house. Contact Rich or
Dave In Chapin Hall room 214.
W ANTED:
Decent, reasonably
priced, used turntable. Call Lynn
at 783-6184.
FOR SALE: Yamaha 12 string,
Claricon receiver, hi-fi equipment.
Heathkit amp, electric six and
mike. Call Mary at 256-1001.
FOR SALE: Snow tires, size
450-13, for Opel Kadett or similar
car. New, great bargain. Call
783-9399 at 111 Valley Road,
Montclair.
FOR SALE: Skis, USA Hart’s 195
cm, $40; Elangrad's 170 cm, $25;
Humanlc boots, $25. Call Jim at
445-8095 after 7 pm.
POETS U N IT E ! Need inspiration
and
encouragem ent?
An
audience? The Poetry Club meets
Mondays 3-4 pm In Partridge Hall
room 308. Everyone's welcome.
FOR ADO PTIO N: Guinea pigs,
all
In excellent health and
extremely adorable. If interested
call Janet at 746-4569.
FREE KITTEN S to a good home!
Lltter-tralned with shots, must
find home Immediately. Please
help, call Margie at 227-4467.
FOR
SALE:
1974
bronze
Ventura with saddle seats and
hatchback. Call 342-4034 to
make offer.
NEEDED: One more female to
share a five-room apartment
one-and-a-half miles from school.
Please call 746-4427 after 6 pm.
FOR SALE: 1966 Dodge Dart.
Needs valve job, $125 or best
offer. Call 279-5213.
FREE to good homes! Adorable
kittens and cats, shots and
spaying free. Playful and loving.
Call 279-5213.
WORK W ANTED: Foi artists and
photographers model. Female, 5
foot 7, strictly on the level. Call
Eileen at 279-5213.
FOR
SALE:
Two-speed
power-glide transmission with rear
pump. Call Marty at 687-2446
after 6 pm.

|News Focus/Rally Roundup

Demo Proves Organization
I3y Barbara Ponsi
Recognition of the New Jersey
Student Association (NJSA) as a
legitimate bargaining agent for state
college students and an awareness
on the part of state legislators of
the comprehensive level at which
students are organized were the
major outcomes of he tuition rally
in Trenton Nov. 24, according to
SGA
president
Manny
C.
Menendez.
As approximately 1500 state
college students, including about
600 from MSC, marched, chanted
and carried signs such as ” NJ
Swings
Ax on
Higher
Ed,”
representatives from various state
college SGAs and NJSA leaders met
with NJ Governor Brendan T.
Byrne.
THE DOUBLY-faceted rally was
chiefly organized by the SGA
Tuition Task Force, according to
Menendez. The task force saw to it
that designated SGA marshals were
stationed on each of the 10 buses
which transported students to the
rally in order to convey to students
information on the purpose of the
rally and the legal do's and don't's
of rallying.
The task force also sent out press
releases on the rally and its aims to
all major state news media and
drew up a position paper which
they presented to the governor.
The rally itself was characterized
by a highly enthusiastic atmosphere
and amidst chants of "We w on't
pay," and "They say cut back, we
say
fight
back,"
two
state
legislators came out to offer the
s tu d e n ts
s u p p o rt
and
encouragement.
STATE SEN. John Horn (D-5th)
said, " I want to commend you
people for the exuberant manner in

which you have gathered to protest
a tuition hike. Education should
not bear the brunt of providing
funds for the state's economy. I
believe that educational standards
should be raised."
Rep. M ary Keating Croce
(D-6th)said, "I'm very proud of you
all. I hope everyone continues to
keep their eyes open and I
definitely agree that educational
standards should be raised in this

"T l e reasons behind the rally in
Trenton
are
be yo n d
my
comprehension," Ralph E. Dungan,
Chancellor of Higher Education in
New Jersey, said last week at a press
conference with editors of college

THE SECOND goal consisted of
urging the passage of a bill
appropriating $10 m illion to state
colleges to allow them to function
adequately until the end of this
academic year.
The third goal "demanded that
the state fiscal crisis not be used as
an excuse to tax those who can
least afford to pay: the students of
New Jersey."

Byrne Promises No Initien Hike
By Debbie Kaslauskas
In a meeting with several student
representatives at last week's anti
tuition hike rally in Trenton, NJ
Governor Brendan T. Byrne said
that there is no foreseeable tuition
hike for next semester.
Byrne is unsure if there w ill be a
hike in September and was reluc
tant to say anything about the
fiscal budget for 1976-77. Byrne
avoided questions about the pend
ing $10 m illion bill for appropri
ations for higher education as he
said he does not know that the bill
is needed and is unsure of its u lti
mate effectiveness.
IN HIS office in the State
House,
B yrn e
listened
to
suggestions prefaced by student
representatives who spearheaded
the rally. However, he neglected to
comment on issues concerning the
budget and the bill for higher
e d u c a t io n
a p p r o p r ia tio n s .
In reference to the tu itio n hike,
students
made
several

DuNqAN U
By Irene McKnight

state. John Horn and I are going to
work very hard for you people."
The fact sheet which the SGA
marshals distributed to students
outlined three major goals of the
rally, the first one stating that the
governor and the state legislators
must be made aware of the fact
that
stu d e n ts
will
not
"apathetically stand by and watch
their tuition increase beyond their
ability to pay."

nsu re

newspapers.
Dungan relayed the opinions of
the legislature concerning the tuition
increase,
commenting
that
he
believed that the money spent by
student governments to support the
rally could have been used in a more
constructive way.

recommendations to keep tuition
low.
Earl Quizel, SGA president at
Glassboro State College, said,
"There should be a graduation of
tuition
according to financial
need."
NEW
J E RS E Y
S t ud e n t
Association (NJSA) president Scott
Stark stated, "We need a flat
tuition,
low
enough
to
be
reasonable for everyone."
SGA
president
Manny
C.
Menendez, offered a suggestion to
support a low tuitio n featuring a
graduated income tax with tax
reform. In other words, the income
tax would serve to replace other
taxes
that
are
presently in
existence.
Menendez also stated that
students
are
disgusted
with
Chancellor of Higher Education
Ralph A. Dungan's indecisions
about tuition. Menendez said that
Dugnan first supported a tuition
hike, then he didn't and now he
isn't sure.

o f R / v lIy R
HE SAID that a student who
would be hired to sit in on meetings
in Trenton and "w ork on legislators
systematically" would be a better
solution to the higher education
problem. "Looking at it cold turkey,
the rally might have had an adverse
effect," he added.

Allege HEW $ Misuse
By Regina Wall
MSC has been accused of mismanaging funds received
from the US Department of Health, Education and Welfare
(HEW) to finance its United Loan Program for Cuban
Students, according to an audit report released by the HEW
Oct. 21.
According to Jerome R. Quinn, acting vice-president of
administration and finance, the loan program was in effect
from July 1, 1972 to June 30, 1974.
ACCORDING TO the auditors' report, during the first
year of the program at least $7520 was given to students
who did not meet the eligibility requirement of carrying at
least eight credits.
Other eligibility requirements, as outlined by the HEW,
include having a yearly income of $8000 or less, being a
Cuban National which means being a Cuban refugee having
resided in Cuba five years prior to Jan. 1 1959 and having
proof of alien status and having received loan money during
the first year of the program to qualify for receiving a loan
for the second year of the program.
Quinn said that the two year program involved a total of

225 students. HEW auditors took a sample of 48 students
and discovered that, of these 48, a number o f ineligible
students were receiving $7520 in loans. The auditors
estimate that as many as one-third of the loan recipients
may have been ineligible.
$150,000 WAS received for the program.
Charles Moore, assistant director of Business Services,
explained that during the second half of the second year of
the program, loan funds were frozen by the administration
because " it came to light that ineligible students may be
receiving loans."
A total $127,050.25 was issued in loans over two years,
according to Moore. The difference between this figure and
the $150,000 received by MSC has been refunded to the
college Cuban Loan Account, he added.
QUINN AND Moore both pointed out that the audit
was primarily concerned with mismangement of funds
during the first year of the program.
The outcome of the audit may force MSC to return
$7520 to the government and any additional money
discovered to have been received by ineligible students.

MENENDEZ ALSO revealed the
NJSA's proposal for a joint
committee to meet and discuss
higher
education.
This
joint
committee, according to Menendez,
would be comprised of student
representatives and people from the
Board of Higher Education, as well
as senators and assemblymen.
Menendez said that a jo int
committee would give students a
legitimate voice in higher education
matters.
Byrne took no definite stand on
the joint committee proposal. He
only raised technical questions
about
where
and
how
the
committee would function.
Despite continuous efforts by
students to return to the issues of
the fiscal budget and the $10
million bill, the only comment
Byrne offered was that he sees no
foreseeable tuition hike in January.
MENENDEZ, ALTHOUGH no
completely
pleased
with
(he
meeting with Byrne, fe lt the
meeting was successful.

esu I ts
In
wh at
seemed
to
be
contradictory
to
his
opening
comments, Dungan said, " I f one
expects responsive government, we
need responsive students."
The legislature terms the rally as a
"controllable expenditure," Dungan
explained. " I t is also the feeling of
the legislature that some students
outght to be discouraged from
attending state colleges," Dungan
said. Dungan neglected to explain his
own opinions on the issues.
A RECENT emergency plan
drafted by Dungan's staff in case
budget cuts are made at the state
colleges includes reduction of the
student/faculty ratio, reduction of
the number of students and other
personnel cuts. However, Dungan
said that the plan was formulated by
his staff rather than himself.
Dungan, speaking to the group of
about 30 students, said, "We've been
eight years building up this system,
and it might have to be cut back if
the fiscal predictions are accurate.
Between now and the 1980's, we
expect a slow rate o f growth in the
state college system," Dungan added.
Although Dungan did not come
out in favor of the income tax, he
stated, " I cannot conceive of the
legislature not passing the income
tax.”
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Save...Save...Save...During HOUSEHOLD'S 'Tettwal ah Vadim

kJÆ
J

i T ifiv i

¡ / III

8 SOLID REASONS W HY YOU SHOULD VISIT US BEFORE YOU PURCHASE
OR DECIDE ON STEREO COMPONENTS

MAIN SHOWROOM

1) Largest diversified inventory on the east coast. Choose from over 53 name
brands.
2) Guaranteed . . . Lowest prices available anywhere . . .

20 PASSAIC AVENUE
FAIRFIELD. N J 07006
(201)227-6808
Hours (Fa irfield O nly)

Mon
Tues
Wed

V

9-9
9-6
9-6

Thurs.
Fri.
Sat

9-9
9-6
9-4

3) Backed by our 30 day exchange on any component found defective.
4) 10 day exchange privilege if you decide you'd rather have other compon
ents in preference to the one you selected.
5) Modern sound room to demonstrate any component before you purchase.
6) Top team of audio consultants to help you make the right selection and
match the right components together.
7) Only 1st quality merchandise sold in factory sealed cartons.
8) Instant financing available plus Bank Americard and Master Charge.

BRANCH SHOWROOM
73 LAFAYETTE AVE (RTE 59)
SUFFERN. N Y
(914) 357-6928
Hours (Suffern Only)

...YOUR FACULTY or STUDENT IJ).
CARD GIVES YOU "HOUSEHOLD'S"
‘WORLD of SAVINGS" CARD!

Mon
Tues
Wed

9-6
9-6
9-6

Thurs
Fri.
Sat.

9-9
9-9
9-4

STEREO COMPONENTS

J1295

CALCULATORS
Multiple Features

TYPEWRITERS Portable

at our Greatest Savings - Ever . . . Choose Name Brands Like:

Manual and Electrical Models

prom

*66

PIONEER • MARANTZ • SANSUI • KENWOOD • SONY • TECHNICS • SHERWOOD • DUAL • TEAC • AKAI • BOSE • KLH • AR
BASF • EMPIRE • SHURE • THORENS • KOSS • DYNA • GARRARD • EPI • SOUNDCRAFTSMAN • PHILIPS • BIC • MARTIN
PILOT • GARRARD • BOSE

SHERW OOD

SANSUI • GARRARD • KLH

M ARANTZ • DUAL • EPI

SHERWOOD S7010|

PILOT 252

SANSUI 661

MARANTZ 2235

20 Watts RMS
AM /FM Receiver

50 Watts RMS
AM /FM Receiver

60 Watts RMS
AM /FM Receiver

70 Watts RMS
AM /FM Receiver

BSR 2260X

GARRARD 440M

GARRARD 77OM

Auto Changer
Shure M-81 Cart.

Auto Changer
Incl. Base and Cover

Incl. Base and Cover

Pickering V15/ATE4

Turntable
Incl. Base and Cover
Shure M93 Cartride

4jjj^
1) 1]

0 I

Orig. $349.95

Orig. $399 95

DUAL 1228

Turntable
Incl. Base and Cover
Shure M91ED Cartridge

Orig. $159.85

AKAI S82

BOSE 301

KLH 6V

2-way Speaker System
(8" Woofer
2 " Tweeter)

Direct Reflecting
Loud Speaker

2-Way Speakers
(2-10" Woofer
2-2" Tweeter)

COMPLETE
STEREO
SYSTEM

COMPLETE
STEREO
SYSTEM

NOW

TOTAL ORIG INAL PRICE $429
TAPE EQUIPMENT
AKAI 30, Deck Cassette
(Best Buy)

Orig. $159.95
$195

SONY TC377, Reel Deck
(Three Heads)
Orig. $399.95

$298

PIONEER CTF7171, Cassette Deck
Front Loading Dolby)
Orig. 369.95

Sale
$54 eo.

FISHER XP65S, Speakers
(10" Woofer, 4 " Midrange,
3 / 2 " Tweeter
Orig. S llO e a .

$59 eo.

$469

MARANTZ IMPERIAL 7, Speakers
$108 ea.
(10" Woofer, 4 " Midronge,
3 V i" Tweeter)
Orig. $199.95 eo.

$242

JENSEN 23. Speakers
(10" Woofer,
Dome Tweeter)

Orig. $649 95

$78 eo.

SHARP C.B.500UB
Citizen Band Radio
23 Channel 5 Watts - Delta Tuning
Automatic Noise Limiter

CARTRIDGES
SHURE V1S111, Phono'Cartridge
(State of the Art)
Orig. $77.50
PICKERING XV15/750E, Phono. Cart.
(Great Volue)
Orig. $65
SHURE M91ED, Phono Cartridge
(Top Rated)
Orig. $54.95
STANTON 500EE, Phono Cartridge
(Very Popular)
Orig. $40
HEADPHONES
HEARMUFF HM4000, Headphones
(Real Soft)
Orig. $39
KOSS HVI, Headphones
(High Velocity
Microweight)

Orig. $129 eo.

BIC FORMULA 4, Speakers
$106 eo.
( 3 -way)
Orig. $159 eo.

FOR
SAYING S
ON
CARS
TIRES A N D
AUTO
SERVICE
CALL
(201) 227-6228

SUPEREX TL3, Headphones
(Great Value)

Solo
»49
529

$15
$12

$21
$29

Orig. $49.95
Orig. $40

NOW

$527

TOTAL ORIGINAL PRICE $1063.65
RECEIVERS

Sola

PIONEER SX535, 40 watts RMS
AM/FM Stereo Receiver Orig. $299.95
PILOT 365, 60 watts RMS
AM /FM Quad Receiver
Orig. $440
SUPERSCOPE R330, 12 watts RMS
AM /FM Stereo Receiver
Orig. $249

$189
$109

TURNTABLES
DUAL 1249, Turntable (Belt Driven)
$167
(New Model)
Orig. $279.95
ARXB, Turntable (Belt Driven)
$102
(Incl. Bose, Cover)
Orig. $145
$ 79.00

BSR 20BPX, Belt Driven
(New Model)
Orig. $142.80

$23

AM/FM/8 TRACK
RECORD PLAYER

KOSS PR04AA
HEADPHONES

SAVE $110
REGULAR $199

REGULAR $65

NOW
REGULAR $149.95

NOW

NOW

$109

Orig.
Sal«
PIONEER
TP200 8 Track W /F M Stereo $119.95 $ 79
TP 828 Deluxe 8-Track
109.95 75
KP 345 Cassette Auto Reverse
104.95 69
KP 4000 A M /F M Cassette In Dash
189.95 124.

59.95 39
149.98 102

PANASONIC
CX 233 Cassette
CQ 959 A M /F M 8-Track in Dash

Orig.

Orig.

Sale

$ 89.95 $49
179.95 119

169.95

99

169.95

99

FISHER 314 Quad A M /F M
Receiver 80 W atts RMS

549

Choose Name Brands Like: P A C E*R 0 Y C E* SH ARP* BEARCAT* PH0NEM ATE

cost-first co m e -Firs t S e rv e d -M a n y U n a d ve rtis e d Specials

HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCE CENTER

349
299

FISHER 414 Quad A M /F M Receiver
112 W atts RMS
649 499

Headquarters for C.B. Radios, Police Scanners & Telephone Answering Devices
M a n y one o f a k in d -M a n y below

Sele

ALTEC 886-A Speakers ea. $189 ea. $89

KLH 54 Quad A M /F M Receiver
100 W atts RMS
525

KRACO
KID 570 A M /F M Push Buttons
8 track in dash
KID 580 A M /F M Push buttons
Cassette in dash

$31

SPECIALS ODDS & ENDS AND FLOOR SAMPLES

HEADQUARTERS FOR CAR STEREOS

PANASONIC
CX 385 8-Track Player
CQ 898 8-Track W /F M

COMPLETE
STEREO
SYSTEM

$426

TOTAL ORIGINAL PRICE $769.70

SPEAKERS
DYNA A25 VW Speakers
(10 " Woofer.
3 V i" Tweeter)
Orig. $84 ea.

qo

Orig.I. $379.90 pr.

Orig.. $259.90 pr.

NOW

COMPLETE
STEREO
SYSTEM

$328

TOTAL ORIGINAL PRICE $616.95

TEAC A160, Cassette Deck
(W/Dolby)
Orig. $259.95

TEAC 3300S, Reel Deck
d O V i" Reels)

NOW

EPI BOOKSHELF II

(Handles to 10Ç Watts)

Qrig $283 80

Orig.

Sal«

$399
KLH 35 Compact
$550
A M /F M Dual Turntable with
KLH 6V Speakers 100 W atts RMS
150
FISHER RC80-B Dolby
250
Cassette
50
SONY TC66 Cassette
75
Portable
FISHER 474 Quad A M /F M Receiver
175
60 W atts RMS
299

Choose from Top Brand T.V.s, Radios, Stereos, and
Audio Components, Refrigerators, A ir Conditioners,
Dishwashers, Disposals, Freezers, Washers, Dryers,
Ranges, Fine Furniture, Bedding, Carpeting, Sewing
Machines, Typewriters and Calculators at Special
Wholesale Prices.

20 Passaic Avenue, Fairfield, New Jersey 07006
73 Lafayefte Avenue (Rte. 59) Suffern, New York

227-6808
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lAPC to Form National Network

By Frances Fleischer

A
National
Teacher-Training
Network in Philosophy for Children
is being initiated by the Institute for
the Advancement of Philosophy for
Children, an organization founded
and directed by Dr. Matthew

Lipman,
MSC
professor
of
philosophy.
A series of training workshops,
sponsored in conjunction with the
American Philosophical Association,
will be held in order to facilitate and
accelerate the
introduction
of

philosophy for children into the
American school system. The first of
these workshops, which w ill be
conducted
at university-centered
schools across the country, w ill be
held at Rutgers University Jan. 2-7.
THESE WORKSHOPS will train
teams from university centers, who
will in turn train elementary teachers

Classified

Catacom b
p r e s e nts

D O N ’ T MISS THE
LAST CATACOMB OF 1975!

FOR SALE: 1971 Firebird, v-8,
auto., p/s, p/b, air, am/fm. Vinyl
top, buckets, new brakes, new
exhaust, good tires, excellent
condition, $1625. Call 239-2513
or 673-4376.
TO
SHARE:
Two-bedroom
apartment
five
miles
from
campus. $118 per month plus half
gas & electric. Call Ann at
471-6339.
FOR SALE: Rarely used metal
detector with carrying case, great
for use on beach. $200 value, will
sell for $75. Call 373-2989.

W ed., D e c. 10
8 pm
L ife H a ll C a fe te ria
V alid SGA ID 500
O thers $1
Free R efreshm ents!
A Class One organization of the SG A

FOR SALE: Gretch “ Anniversary
Model" electric guitar, a year old.
Like new, double pick-ups. Great
sound, $100. Call 852-9317.
LOST: Navy blue jacket with
University of Connecticut insignia
on front. If found, please return
to Webster Hall room 112.
FOR SALE: Yamaha, 250 cc.
Rides excellent, looks excellent,
1972 — well cared for. Complete
with helmet, outdoor cover, tools,
etc. Contact Jake In Bohn Hall
room 927 or at 744-9316.

directly or help surrounding colieges
develop training programs.
According to Lipman, "because of
the unique nature of the subject
material,” each training institution
will be represented at the workshops
by a team consisting of a professor
of philosophy and a professor of
education. Sixteen such teams will be
involved in each workshop, and will
be drawn from major university
centers that have already committed
themselves to working together in the
implementation of the program.
A number of grants have been
received for the support of the
workshops. Among them are grants
of $17,000 each from the National
Endowment for the Humanities and
the
Rober t
Sterling
Clark
Foundation.
Others
have been
received from the Martha Brand
Foundation,
the
New
Jersey
Department of Higher Education, the
Schumann Foundation and the New
Jersey
Committee
for
the
Humanities.
OTHER UPCOMING workshops
will be held in February at the

SECRETARYE D IT O R IA L A SSIST A N T !

FREE
CLASSIFIED S
are
available to MSC students only.
They are limited to 20 words in
length and must be presented in
person at the M O NTCLARIO N
office, Student Center fourth
floor. They may NOT represent
any commercial Interest or they
become paid ads. Deadline for the
last issue of the semester Is today
at noon.

Opportunity to learn all phases o f
scientific
publishing.
Within
walking distance o f MSC. hours to
fit your schedule. Ideal candidate
should be literate, a fast and
accurate typist. Write Professor
Berkley, TAS, Ramapo College o f
New Jersey, Mahwah, NJ 07430.

Ontario Institute for Studies in
Education, in April at Fordham
University, and in the summer at
Yale, Harvard and the University of
California at Berkeley.
Lipman and the institute's assistant
director. Dr. Ann Sharp, w ill head

each team of training personnel at
the
workshops.
At
Rutgers,
professors from Kansas and the
University of Nebraska, who were
trained at MSC last summer, w ill join
Lipman and Sharp.
Philosophy for children was first
introduced by Lipman in a pilot
program at a Montclair elementary
school in 1970. The success o f this
program led to the establishment last
year of the institute. The results of
large-scale testing are being evaluated
by the Rutgers Institute for Cognitive
Studies, with its findings being
released in the near future.
THE INSTITUTE has completed
the first phase of its curriculum
development, which was concerned
with the fifth and sixth grades.
Lipman is the author of a text for
this age level, "Harry Stottlemeier's
Discovery," and he and the institute
staff developed a comprehensive
teacher's manual, training films and
other aids. Seventh and eighth grade
materials are now being developed.
Widespread response has been
received
to
the
concept
of
philosophy for children, both in this
country and abroad. It has been the
subject of articles in such periodicals
as The New York Times and Time
magazine, as well as television and
radio
programs.
Materials
are
currently
being translated into
Spanish, French and Danish.

L e c tu r e s p re se n ts

G ene Roddenberry
cre a to r/p ro d u ce r of

» » S T A R

Mon., Dec. 8

T R E K ’5

8 pm

Memorial Auditorium

Valid SGA ID $15Q
All Others $25Q
Tickets on sale TODAY
in the Student Center lobby!
A Class One organization of the SG A
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Make This Christmas
Special - Do It Yourself!

TH E C R A F T S H O P
Is R ead y
for the
H o lid a y s!
HOURS (subjECT TO cIiancîe)
Monday through Wednesday
2-5 and 6-9 pm
Thursday 2-5 pm
Saturday 3-6 pm
Friday and Sunday Closed
LEATllERCRAfT

ElVlbROidERy

C r EWe I

KNITTiNq

A service provided by your

NEEdUpOÎNT
CROchETÎNq
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION,
INC.
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‘ S t a r T reI<’ C reator to B eam ¡into M S C
By Meryl Yourish
Ge n e
Roddenberry,
the
creator-producer of the popular tv
series "Star Trek" will lecture in
Memorial Auditorium on Mon., Dec.

Read your daily paper for who,
what, when & where. But if the
flood of facts makes for more
clutter than clarity, maybe you
can use a handle on the news
. . . a conception that will help
unify the parts into an under
standable whole.See the world
through our eyes. It
could open yours.
1
- — —

—

r

—

Weekly People, 914
X»
^
Industrial Ave . Palo Alto.CA 94303
| Enclosed is check or money order
• for □ $1 (4 months) O $3(1 year).
|

N a m e ______________________

9

Address .

I
I

C ity ____
State___
71C

j Sixpages

! of solid

8 at 8 pm.
His lecture will include a "Star
T rek" pilot film and a blooper reel.
Admission will cost $1.50 with SGA
ID, $2.50 for others.
ALTHOUGH RODDENBERRY is
the most famous for "Star Trek," he

was actually a veteran scriptwriter
and producer before "Star Trek”
premiered in 1967.
Roddenberry
wrote for such
shows as "Have Gun, Will Travel,"
"Four Star Theater," "D r. Kildare"
and a host of others. In 1962 he

iiiiH im iim iim m m H iiM tilK iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH iiiiiiii

|

MAKE YOUR OWN
CHRISTMAS PRESENTS!

WE HAVE THE SUPPLIES!
MACRAME
Cord, jute, wood beads and books
DECOUPAGE
Plaques, prints, paints,
finishes, stains and more!
S TITCH ER Y
Needlepoint, crewel, jiffies,
rug hooking and blank canvas
CANDLE M AKING
Molds, dyes, wicks
and scents at 50-75% o ff!
SAND PAINTIN G
Colored sand, 2 lb. bag: 75 cents
PLUS
Christmas miniatures, fabric flower
supplies, miniature furniture and more!

Craft TJoivn 3 nc.
PILGRIM SHOPPING PLAZA
341 Pompton Avenue
Verona, N.J.

HOURS:
Mon.-Fri. 10-9
Sat. 10-5
Sun. 1-5

239-9039
f i iii iii iii ii i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i H i i i i e i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i r .

MAOC

created
and
produced
"The
Lieutenant."
One of Roddenberry's scripts for
"Have Gun, Will Travel" won the
Writer's Guild Award for Best
Western. He eventually became head
writer for that series.
IN 1963 Roddenberry was asked
by Metro-Goldwyn-Meyer to create a
new series. He submitted a rough idea
of "Star Trek" and was turned down.
Desilu
studios
then
signed a
three-year
contract
with
Roddenberry. "Star
Trek" was
submitted to CBS and was turned
down again. NBC picked it up on the
rebound and "Star Trek" became a
series.
Because of its low ratings, word
went out that NBC would cancel
"Star Trek" at the end of the season.
"Trekkies" all over the country sent
in letters demanding that NBC keep
"Star Trek" on the air. NBC relented
for a while, but "Star Trek" was
cancelled after a three-season tv run.
"Star Trek" is now in syndication
on 142 United States stations and in
54 foreign countries. It enjoys a

If School
Closes...
The following am radio stations
w ill
carry
MSC
closing
announcements in the event o f
bad weather o r other reasons:
WVNJ (620), WOR (710), WPAT
(930), l/VJLK (1310), WWNJ
(1360), WCTC (1450), WKER
(1500), WRAN (1510), WJDM
(1530) and WERA (1590).

Gene Roddenberry
"Star Trek" Creator to Speak Here
larger audience now than it had in its
original prime-time run.
“ STAR
TREK"
has
had
considerable popularity among young
people. "Star Trek" conventions are
held annually all over the country,
including one in New York next
month.
Toys and models constitute a huge
market and the "USS Enterprise"
model starship from the series has
proven one of the most popular
models ever made.
Roddenberry was a p ilot for
Pan-American International Airways
during World War II. In 1949 he
moved to Los Angeles and joined the
police force. He began writing for tv
in 1951 and by 1954 made more
money writing for tv than by serving
as a police sergeant.

presents

PDQ Bach
with Professor Peter Schickele
Memorial
Auditorium

Tues., Feb. 3
8 pm

SGA ID $2.50 (tw o per ID) Others $5

Tickets now on sale in
Studio 34, Mus/c Building!
A Class One organization of the SG A
\
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D on’t Sit
On Laurels
Courtesy of over 1000 students who flooded the area in front of
the State House in Trenton last week, some kind of assurance was
obtained that state college tuition costs won’t be rising next
semester. . . and considering the way promises were flying and
rumors were buzzing previous to that, it’s a little something,
anyway.
Coverage of the event even spread to local tv newscasts and a
front page picture of The Daily News. All these are signs that
students can take notice and command notice equally.
Little somethings don’t win a war, however. Future demon
strations and rallies are being organized to strengthen assurance that
the $10 million higher education supplemental funding bill gets
passed by the legislature. Also, advocates of a state income tax are
planning to make their opinions known to ease the crisis of fiscally
supporting state programs.
The idea now is not to be complacent and pat ourselves on the
back so much but to let the rally serve as a baptism of alliance
toward keeping the low cost and the quality in low cost quality
education. . . both at the same time.

PRPA

Workers Pay More
If Income Tax Passed
By Jerry Kloby
The People for Radical Political Action (PRPA) feel that a state
income tax would be another unfair burden on the already
overtaxed working people of this state.
When the sales tax was instituted we were told that it would
practically put an end to all of New Jersey’s financial problems.
Many people fell for this lie and with their support the sales tax was
put into effect.
We were soon informed thai 3% tax wasn’t enough, so it was
raised to 5%. The sales tax has just been another rip off of the
working class. It is a regressive tax which most severely hurts those
in the lower income brackets.
TAX NOT ENOUGH
Of course the sales tax didn’t bring in enough revenue tor the
state even after it was raised to 5%. So some brilliant politician came
up with another clever idea for getting more money from the
people - the lottery! This flawless plan would create additional
revenue for the financial support of our educational system.
Well, now we have the lottery and we have a sales tax and we all
can see how well they help support our state and pay for our
wonderful educational system. The last thing we need now is a state
income tax.
Half
the working people of this state earn about $10,000 or
less. An average of 15% of their income is paid to state and local
taxes. Those few family units who make $25,000 or more pay an
average of only 5.4% of their income for state and local taxes.
Working people pay three times their share! Yet we have student
government leaders advocating an income tax system which would
even tax those people who earn only $7500.
As students we are opposed to any tuition hike but we must
remember that we will only be in college a few years and that we
will be workers for a long, long time and that we must also fight the
income tax.
_______________ __ ____

[Carl Silvestri 1

Rally Success;

Long

Road Ahead

Byrne missed the point here. The
The statewide tuition rally held in
As
for
the
$10
million
students don’t want to a'tend meet
Trenton on Nov. 24 proved to be
supplemental appropriations, Byrne
ings, they want to partake in decisions.
very successful as 1500 students
said, “ I’m not so sure we need it.”
turned out in an organized effort to
Byrne made the remark after the
Byrne instead will use the students
voice their displeasure over proposed
senate turned down his request for
as another group to promote his
tuition hikes.
$56 million to bail out other state
income tax. The New Jersey Student
Although NJ Governor Brendan T.
Association (NJSA) has already come
agencies earlier in the day.
Byrne was unable to address the
Byrne dismissed the idea to have
out in favor of it and because of their
students, (he was busy meeting with
pro-tax stand Byrne met with the
students be a part of the decision
children from a nearby elementary
student delegates.
making process. He felt that through
school) he did meet with delegates
By supporting an income tax, the
the Sunshine bill students could
from nearly all the state colleges in a
students gained an ally in the
attend all the Board of Higher
20-minute session.
governor. But they also may have lost
Education’s meetings.
The meeting touched upon several
a friend in the assembly.
MISSES POINT
related topics other than tuition.
Byrne used the session to quiz the r
leaders
on
their
background
information to see how well they
were prepared. In doing this, he
On behalf of the SGA our most sincere thanks are in order for the
managed to get away from the three
students whose time and energy were given on our behalf this year.
basic issues confronting him:
Their efforts culminated on Nov. 24 in one of the most organized
One) whether there will be a hike
and constructive exercises that students have ever attempted.
next semester or next fall,
Our desire was to show a real and positive concern for the citizens
Two) Will the $10 million
of our state who comprise the Higher Education Community. It was
supplemental appropriations be sent
our intention to communicate this concern to various state
to the NJ State assembly and
representatives in a responsive manner.
Three) Whether there would be
The immediate results of our demonstration are clear.
student participation in the decision.
Participation was enthusiastic but most importantly, the
BYRNE EVADES
organization and direction of that participation ensured its
If it was not for the constant
effectiveness and gave strength to its goals.
badgering by Manny Menendez, SGA
We have welded together the many segments of the student
president,
Byrne
would
have
community and we have spoken with a single voice. It has been
succeeded in evading the issues as the
given in dignity and respect. It has been heard now and it will be
other state college presidents were
heard in days to come.
more wrapped up in their personal
Your labor and indefatigable dedication to cause has turned
egos than the meeting itself.
cacophony into concert and no one can deny the power of that
Menendez managed to get Byrne
sound.
to commit himself by saying that he
Again, you have our most unreserved thanks.
felt no need for a hike next semester.
Manny C. Menendez, I I I
Pamela W. Lerner
Byrne would not make predictions
president/SGA
treasurer/SGA
about next fall’s tuition stating, “1
Kevin A. Kesby
Maryanne E. P reztunjt.
cannot work miracles, I cannot pull
vice-president/SGA
secretary ¡SGA
money out of the air, I cannot print
money.'

Open Letter

Instructor Cut Unfairly
By Terry Porch

In the Thurs., Nov. 20 issue of the
MONTCLARION
an
extremely
significant point was brought to
light: “The students will be the
losers.”
The most relevant case to date was
th e
adm in istrativ e
decision,
spearheaded by Dr. Wolfgang B.
Fleischmann, dean of the School of
Humanities, to cancel the Swahili
language courses and not to rehire for
the fall Ngari Ngunjiri, Swahili
instructor.
In
the
petition
currently
circu latin g
the
campus
is
F leisch m an n ’s
rather
flimsy
explanation of “low enrollment as
the basis for his decision to cancel
Swahili and not to reappoint
Ngunjiri, which would necessarily
result in his dismissal from the
college.
“ LOW” QUESTIONABLE
As Dr. Milton S. Seegmiller,
chairman of the faculty Personnel
Advisory Committee (PAC) and
assistant professor of linguistics
pointed out, the alleged “low
enrollment” has been “kept low
artificially.” The obvious reasoning
for this was:
One) the exclusion of Swahili from
the current course catalogue, and
Two) the awkward scheduling of
each of Ngunjiri’s other classes
besides Swahili.
How then could students be aware
of the existence of such a course
being offered? If students were aware
of the existence of the course, the
awkward scheduling would make it
either inconvenient or impossible for

them to fit Swahili into their
schedule. How else could the
enrollments in Ngunjiri’s classes be
anything but “low?”
Fleischmann
explained
the
omission of Swahili from the
catalogue as “pure error.” Yet
shouldn’t errors be corrected? Of
course they should be corrected if
they were made unintentionally.
However, to date there has been no
effort made by Fleischmann or the
administration to correct the error of
omission.
Many of us feel the omission of
Swahili coupled together with the
awkward scheduling of Ngunjiri’s
other classes was not simply “pure
error ” but rather a deliberate
planned maneuver to deter and/or
prevent
students
from taking
Ngunjiri’s classes. The subsequent
“low enrollment” was the reasoning
for not continuing his courses and for
not reappointing Ngunjiri.
While most of Ngunjiri’s classes
deal with African culture and black
studies this controversial issue raises
other
serious questions. Many
students and faculty members feel
that one purpose of a college
education is to broaden our
knowledge and to make us more
aware of the world around us as well
as of the people around us.
NARROW EDUCATION
If
S w a h ili,
th e
only
non-Indo-European language taught
at MSC is cancelled from the course
selections the result would obviously
not broaden, but rather limit the
student choice of educational
directions. This cultural bias against

any of the African courses in either
the linguistics, English or history
departments implies that the value of
such courses is inferior to those
courses which primarily deal with
European or American subject
matter.
This cultural bias against African
studies is also reflected in the
“callous and discriminatory” way in
which Ngunjiri has been treated.
Ngunjiri was hired as a step one
instructor, at the lowest possible
salary. Ngunjiri’s teaching load has
been
divided
among
several
departments in two different schools.
This has the effect of keeping him
vulnerable to cutbacks in a way that
other faculty are not.
Since coming to MSC, Ngunjiri has
successfully developed and taght two
courses. Ngunjiri has been asked to
perform functions that are not
becoming to a professional with his
qualifications and degree.
BIG INSULT
Perhaps the greatest insult was the
fact that Ngunjiri was never
personally
notified
of
the
cancellation of his Swahili courses.
He learned of it first when a letter
sent to his students notifying them of
the cancellation was shown to him in
class. “ Pure error?”
There are other courses and
faculty members being dealt with
unfairly too. If they get away with
cancelling Swahili it is worse for the
students. If they get away with not
reappointing Ngunjiri on such
ridiculous terms it is worse for the
faculty.
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Soapbox

N gu n jiri’s Release Controversial
To the Editor:
In an article written by Janet
Byrne entitled “ Dean Calls for
Dismissal of Linguistics Instructor”
in the Nov. 20 issue of the
MONTCLARION you quoted Dr.
Milton Seegmiller to the effect that
“whatever makes advanced Latin and
Greek, with enrollments of three or
four persons, worth keeping should
make Swahili worth keeping.”
These figures are false and
misleading. In the first place there are
ten students studying advanced
Greek this semester and both
advanced Latin courses have eight
students. Thus the numbers are off
by some 200 or 300 ■ % wm - no
small statistical error to be sure.
In the second place it must be
remembered that the advanced
language courses constitute only
one-third of our teaching activity:
three out of nine sections. The

enrollments in the other courses are
excellent, especially when you realize
that none of these courses is a
requirement in a major program.
Here are the figures: “Beginning Latin”
27, “Beginning Greek” 23, “Greek
Civilization” (two sections) 43 and 32,
1“Classical Roots
of
English
Vocabulary” 30 and “Greek Tragedy”
30.
An old Irishman used to say that if
you couldn’t do anything right, at
least you could serve as a horrible
example. The classics department
resents being used as a horrible
exam ple
in
this
particular
controversy. It is doing many things
well; our contribution to the
curriculum of MSC is serious and well
recognized by the students of the
School of Humanities.
David H. Kelly, chairman
classics department

Alliance of Jewish Student Organizations
presents

A CHANUKAH
SOCIAL
Sat., Dec. 13
8 :30 pm $2.50
Congregation
Rchavas flchim
Bnai Jacob
and D avid
7 0 0 Pleasant
Valley Ulay
ID est Orange
J u s t o f f In te r s ta te
2 8 0 - E x it 7
L iv e band,
liv e la tk e s ,
lo ts o f p e o p le !
Co-sponsored by
JSA/William Paterson College
JSO/Kean, Union, Upsala and Drew
JSU/Montclair State, NJIT and Rutgers/Newark

To the Editor:
I would like to correct one error
and to elaborate on one point in
Janet Byrne’s article on Ngari
Ngunjiri in the Thurs. Nov. 20 issue
of the MONTCLARION.
As Byrne correctly points out, the
linguistic
department
Personnel
Advisory Committee (PAC) of which
I am chairperson is attempting to get
Dr. Wolfgang B. Fleischmann’s
negative
recommendation
for
Ngunjiri’s reappointment reversed.
There is also a second group
composed of faculty from several
departments, students and staff who
are working for the same goal. There
are thus two separate documents: a
memorandum to F l e i s c h m a n n
from the linguistics department PAC
asking him to reverse his decision and
a petition addressed to President
David
W.D.
Dickson
and
Vice-President Irwin Gawley calling
on them to recommend Ngunjiri for
reappointment for 1976-77.
The latter petition was written by
me after consultation with Ngunjiri
and several other faculty members in
the School of Humanities. It is
completely independent of the
linguistics department PAC. It is in
this petition that the issues of
cultural bias - i.e. racism - and the
callous treatment of Ngunjiri are
raised. In short, these views do not
reflect the position of the linguistics
PAC.
A more important issue involves
the use of the term “racism” in
describing
N g u n j i r i ’s
non-recommendation. It must be
made clear that the charge of racism
is not directed toward any specific
individual in the petition but rather
has been used to characterize an
attitude that is built into our entire
educational system. This is that
culture, history and thought of
non-Europeans is somehow less
important and less worthy of study
than European culture, history and

thought.
A look at MSC’s catalog will
quickly convince one of this fact. In
department after department, the
European courses are electives.
In department after department,
“ Introduction to . . . ” really means
“Introduction to European . . . ” (I
include under “European" the
European elements in American
culture.) We are very much like the
ancient
Greeks - there are
us
(Europeans and Americans) and the
barbarians teveryone else).
While some people may prefer a
term like “cultural bias” or
“ethnocentrism” for this attitude,
the fact remains that it exists and
that we are all guilty of it as products
of the educational system that
perpetuates it.
I and many other people believe
that Ngunjiri is a victim of this racist
attitude. The time has come for all of
us as students and educators to
examine our own attitudes and
assumptions and to demand the same
self-examination by the people who
run our educational institutions.
We can start be demanding the
reappointment of Ngunjiri, the
continuation of his Swahili courses
and the recognition by this college
that the world does not end at the
Bosporus.
Milton S. Seegmiller
assistant professor /linguistics

To the Editor:
As a spokesman for the staff and
contributors, I feel obligated to clear
up a few misunderstandings about
the inner workings and policy of
Quarterly
publications. These
misunderstandings
were stated
eloquently in a letter to the editor in
the Nov.
20 issue of the
MONTCLARION headlined in an
objective, journalistic style as
“Quarterly A Parasite.”
The only thing that I cannot

pre sent s

dismiss as misunderstanding is the
fact that some art work that was in
the spring 1975 issue was lost. This
was due to inefficiency on the part of
the editor-in-chief and the art editor.
This inefficiency can no longer be
seen in the present Quarterly staff
and we guarantee that all work has
and will be treated with the upmost
of care.
Quarterly has one of the most
liberal membership laws in the Class
One organizations. To become a
full-fledged member of Quarterly, all
one must do is submit work or work
on administrative or business details.
This is unlike many SGA
organizations that require their
prospective members to work for
that organization without a right to
vote until a certain period of time
elapses. Any member of Quarterly
can run for office, although it must
be under the guidelines of the
Quarterly SGA-approved constitution
and the rules and regulations of the
SGA itself.
The task of a staff editor is to edit,
arrange and prepare material to put
into a publication. In that process the
editor must separate the good from
the bad, that which can be well done
and that which cannot be well done.
In the case of the literary editor, it is
a case of taking hundreds of pages of
submissions and filtering it all down
to about 35 pages for our average
publication.
The “average Quarterly” is a
magazine of quality beyond that of
regular literary publications. The
keyword is quality. We maintain our
quality, not only by rejecting
material that does not meet our high
standard but also by rejecting work
that would not do justice to either
the artist, the work or ourselves. We
must do this because of our limited
budget.
This policy of high standards and
realistic appraisals of our ability has
made
Quarterly
a
Columbia
Scholastic
Press
Association
first-prize, award-winning publication
in the years 1969-1972 (we did not
have the time to enter the 1972-1974
contests) and in 1974-75. Quarterly’s
highest scores were in literary
material, art and layout. Quarterly is
planning a publication that will be
far beyond the scope of the past.

Lectures:

G EN E R O D D E N B E R R Y , creator of “Star Trek”
plus Films!
Mon., Dec. 8
8 pm
Memorial Auditorium
Valid SG A ID $1; All Others $2.50
Catacombs:

Last catacomb of 1975: D A N C E!
Wed., Dec. 10 8 pm
Life Hall Cafeteria
Entertainment:

C A B A R E T (Tentative)
Thurs., Dec. 11
Call 893-5232 for further information!
Cinema:

“Monty Python and the Hoi / Grail”
Mon., Dec. 15
Memorial Auditorium
(Call for showing time)
Valid SG A ID $1

Quarterly is a literary publication
but we encourage expression of all
kind. We are sincere in that purpose,
in that staff members work long
hours to bring to our public the kind
of publication that they can enjoy,
and one that the staff can be proud
of.
Our growing membership, the drop
box in Partridge Hall, our posters and
flyers that are in every building on
campus, even the “Words of the
Editor,” column which gives the
same message today, as it did in the
Quarterlys of 48 years ago, have all
been to remind you and encourage
you, the writer, the poet, the artist,
the interested, to bring us your work,
to make your special talent known to
us. If you are interestedin Quarterly
come up to the fourth floor of the
Student Centeror call us at 893-4410.
We await you and your work with
great interest.
Brian Press
English 1977
editor-in-chief/Quarterly
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Dazzling Performance Saves 'Mahogany'
By Tom Malcom
"Mahogany" is a corny, overly
sentimental and cliched b it of junk
which,
thanks
to
a dazzling
performance from Diana Ross, comes
off as a thoroughly absorbing and
hugely enjoyable movie.
While her first film , "Lady Sings
the Blues," established Ross as a
capable and versatile musical actress,
"Mahogany" proves that besides
being a fine actress, Ross is also a star
performer of considerable magnitude.
She seems destined to give that other
female
film
superstar,
Barbra
Streisand, a run for her money.
WHILE
MANY
argued, and
perhaps rightly so, that Ross was
miscast as jazz singer Billie Holiday in
"Lady Sings the Blues," there’s no
denying the fact that in "Mahogany,"
Ross has found a role ideally suited
to her.
She plays a young, ghetto-reared
secretary whose gigantic ambition
and luscious looks and figure
catapults her to the top of the
fashion world, first as a model and
then as a designer.
The
parallels
between
the
character she portrays in this film
and her own life are striking. She too
was a ghetto kid who started as a
secretary and eventually rose to the
top. As a girl she too was obsessed
with design and, judging from the
costumes
she
designed
for
"Mahogany," if she didn't make it as
a singer she most probably would
have become a successful model
and/or fashion designer.
ROSS FALLS in love with a
deeply motivated, struggling black
politician played by Billy Dee
Williams, Ross' co-star in "Lady Sings
the Blues." Their love suffers,
however, because of her mad drive
toward success.
Ross looks positively stunning in
scene after scene. The costume
changes seem to number in the
hundreds and one is more garish and

flamboyant than the next.
As if the costumes, which Ross
designed
with,
one
expects,
considerable help from wardrobe
coordinators Susan Gertsman and
Teresa Levitt, didn't flatter enough,
director Berry Gordy photographs
her in lush warm hues which make
her even more glamorous and lovely
than she ever was as a Supreme. One
fashion sequence in particular is a
cinematic knockout. It's gaudy,
ridiculous and overdone to be sure,
but marvelously fascinating to look
at nonetheless.
ROSS OCCASIONALLY tones
down the glitter and hype and comes
up with some deeply affecting bits of
acting. She's almost unbearably
vulnerable as she's cruelly mocked
and ridiculed during a high brow
fashion show for wearing her own
hideous Oriental-style design instead
of the plain white gown assigned her.
She's equally brilliant during a
scene in which she tells Williams to
get lost when they both know that
she needs him desperately. Ross
handles this conflict of emotions
w ith all the skill and subtlety of a far
more experienced actress and it
makes one wonder exactly what her
lim its as a dramatic actress are.
She also gets a chance to play the
clown, and in those scenes she puts
her stock little girl charm to best
advantage. In the one really inspired
scene in the film she jokingly taunts
Williams from a crowd in an
unemployment office while he's
speechmaking, making him fudge his
address and fall head over heels in
love with her.
ROSS REPEATS this b it at the
very end of the film when she decides
to give up her career and go back
w ith Williams and the audience loves
it even more the second time.
Williams plays his part low-key in
contrast
to
Ross'
vivacious,
no-holds-barred star performance,
and yet he's right w ith her every step

of the way. He's rapidly becoming
one of the most smoothly confident
and appealing male romantic leads in
films, and he's infinitely more
interesting to watch than the tired old
faces of Redford and Newman. He
also seems to be the perfect leading
man for Ross, and it ’s interesting to
speculate whether they w ill become a
cinematic love couple a la Astaire and
Rogers or Gable and Lombard.
Anthony Perkins turns in a solid
performance as the homosexual
photographer who makes Ross the
world's number one model. To his
credit, Perkins avoids playing the
standard simpering faggot and instead
develops a character that is somewhat
pathetic, somewhat effeminate, and
yet a forceful, respected and complex
person in his own right. It's
refreshing to see a homosexual
portrayed with at least a fair amount
of dignity, and it's no small task
given the effeminate homosexual
stereotype so prevalent in films
today.
GORDY MAKES his directorial
debut w ith "Mahogany" and it's
nothing short of amazing that a man
with
almost no previous film
experience could make such a
shrewdly commercial film of his first
try. It would seem that Gordy has
the same kind of instinct for film
that he has for music — an intuitive
genius
for entertainment which
enabled him to take an obscure black
recording studio and make it one of
the
biggest
record
companies
(Motown) in the country in less than
a decade.
Gordy makes no pretensions to
art; rather, he goes all out to create a
slick,
atmospheric,
eye-filling
panorama. He does tend to let the
scenes drag on a bit too long,
however, and the move could easily
be cut by 20 minutes or so.
Ross is only given one song to sing
(entitled "Where Are You Goin'
T o "), but it's a good one very much

'The Devil Is a Woman’

Fuzzy, Jumbled A ttack
On O rganized Religion
By Mike Finnegan
Films have taken on organized religion before but not
with a viewpoint as fuzzy and jumbled as that of Damiano
Damiani's "The Devil Is a Woman."
The director doesn't impress upon the filmgoer any
particular point - one doesn't know whether this is a
serious depiction of religious influences on peoples' lives
or a ripoff of the foolishness of religious practices or
neither or both. It tries to be at times solemn, at times
funny, but it ’s never very good.
BASICALLY, THE film portraits a number of
individuals that converge on a religious hostelry near the
Vatican - a historical writer (Claudio Cassinelli) engaged
to write the memoirs of a discredited priest, the scion of a
rich family who loves his sister, a pleasure-seeking bishop,
a heretical philosopher and the hostelry's inhibited
business manager (Lisa Harrow).
A ll o f the above live and work under the stifling
shadow of the somewhat fanatical Sister Geraldine
(Glenda Jackson), who's intent on saving their souls to
the extent of psychologically crippling their lives.
It soon degenerates Into whom you sympathize with,
the writer who tries to liberate the individuals bothered
the most by religious scruples or Sister Geraldine, who
constantly berates the convent crew and has them
confessing the slightest transgression to God, who in her
world doesn't seem so easily forgiving.
AS THE conflict builds, the incestuous boy commits
suicide, the Inhibited business manager learns again the
joys of sex and the discredited priest vows to leave the
church rather than constantly trying to clear his name in

its eyes. Sure, a lot happens, but is the audience led to
care or ever be even cynically amused? Not very much.
A fter all, "The Devil Is a Woman" fights a losing battle.
It's about a losing cause, religion, which doesn't have a
prominent place in modern times. It's about a bunch of
losers who need religion as a crutch and not a lot of
people get involved in their faith to that extent.
Also, when the dialogue is stupid, it tends to earmark a
film as a loser. The dialogue is laughable in places, yet the
audience doesn't know whether or not the laughs are
intentional, so one tends to shrug o ff the film like a dog
shrugs off fleas. Right up to the final scene o f the author
undertaking a symbolic baptism in a street fountain, the
film hasn't changed, affected or even touched our
religious sensibilities.
NOT ONE player comes through charismatically,
either. Jackson just seems to glare and assume an air of
iciness that makes one wonder how this character ever got
to be a nun. Cassinelli’s writer is neither charming nor
seductive enough to seem more than a disheveled frump
o ff the street, and Harrow's multiple neuroses are
exceedingly overdone.
Even the score is indecisive, and it's by Ennio
Morricone, who created distinctive music for the Clint
Eastwood "man w ith no name" films. This score mixes
traditional church hymns with modern, electronically
synthetic arrangements to sound like a herd of diseased
animals.
It's not enough to say that religion can be oppressive;
everyone knows that's possible. Films should try to say
more, but "The Devil Is a Woman" doesn't seem to know
what it's saying at all.

CLOTHES HORSE: Diana Ross climbs to the top o f the fashion world as she
daringly models a gown o f her own creation in the title role o f "Mahogany."
The film is currently playing at showcase theaters.
reminiscent of “ Touch Me in the
Morning," her monster hit of three
years ago, and of course she's
charming on it. The rest of the score
by Michael Masser, however, sounds
mostly ridiculous. It pitches and
swells as if it were complementing a
Cecil B. DeMille epic, and it's all
wrong for a movie of this kind. Ross,

Williams and Perkins are frequently
burdened with some of John Byrum's
impossibly awkward dialogue to
which
Masser
adds
soaring,
overwhelming string arrangements.
The effect would be comical if not
overbalanced by the fine acting of
the three.

Telerad tv Guide
Telerad, the speech/theater department's completely student
produced day of tv programming, w ill be screened next Wed. and
Thurs., Dec. 10 and 11 in Life Hall Lounge. The schedule of
programs is as follows:
8:30
8:45
9

9:15

9:30
9:45
10
10:30
11
11:15
11:30
Noon
12:30
12:45
1
1:15
1:30
1 45
2
2:30

3
3:30
4

OPENING: An introduction to the day’s programming.
WHY CAN'T THEY BE LIKE US?: A children’s puppet show
by Donna Daniels.
THE CASE OF THE CRUSHED PETUNIAS: A drama based
on the play by Tennessee Williams, produced by John
Sharkey.
SANDMAN'S BID FOR GOVERNOR: A documentary on
Charles Sandman's unsuccessful bid fo r governor in 1973 by
Radha Srikanth.
BYE BYE BIRDIE: A new version o f the popular musical
comedy produced by Maureen O'Connor.
LIVE WITH HERB TOETWAT: Variety o f the absurd by
Dean HovelI.
THE NAVY IN THE MEDITERRANEAN: A documentary
on the Navy's sixth fleet by Rich Hatch.
LIZA: A love triangle drama b y Helene Paterek.
BE-BOP ALLEY: a 1950's dance show by Sheila Simms.
LOVE OF LIFE PART I: A script o f the popular soap opera
produced b y Jim Hart and Donna Daniels.
MAKE 'EM LAUGH: A documentary on the great screen
comics by Sue McGinley.
NEWS: The semester in review.
BILLY BANANAS: A drama about a late night encounter by
Jim Kenny and Faith Wozniak.
DREAM IN BLUE MINOR: A mood piece on life and death
by Adama Hamilton.
WHO AM I NEXT DOOR? A study o f a bitte r man and the
walls he builds around himself b y Bob Cardone.
ORIGINAL AND AMERICAN: A musical show featuring the
guitar o f Lee Martin produced b y Percy Hill.
THE SECRET SONGS: An adaptation o f Frita Lieber's
science fiction work produced by Leo Kaiely.
LOVE OF LIFE PART II: The conclusion.
MSC SPORTS IN REVIEW
THE GREAT DEBATES:
A documentary on the
Nixon/Kennedy debates by Paul Brite and Barry
Offitzer.
THE ADVENTURES OF DON JUAN: An adaptation o f the
work o f Carlos Castaneda by Peter Dunbar.
THE WILD AND WOOLEY WORLD OF ANIMALS: A
documentary covering the animat kingdom by Stella Bednarz.
ERRORS OF COMEDY: A musical comedy about the first
open-heart surgery by Jim Sears.
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W isecracks Spark
'Geo. W ashington’
By Mike Finnegan
Although
the current Major
Theater Series production of the
George
S.
Kaufman-Moss Hart
comedy "George Washington Slept
Here" can by no means be termed a
laugh hit, director Dr. Clyde McElroy
and his cast know what to do with a
wisecrack and that fact makes the
play worth seeing.
For while the comedies of
Kaufman and Hart often burst at the
seams w ith w itty and cutting
remarks, they are unmistakably
1930’s in form and content and i t ’s
the presentation, the working o f a
line or a piece of comic business, that
builds the effect most appreciably.
McELROY AND his performers
sense this and though the play often
bogs down in plain conversational
talk and the players sometimes lose
that sense of delicious anticipation
between wisecracks, they often do
marvelous things when they do grasp
a good line.

Witness Mark Speer as the hapless
Newton Fuller, whose dream of
moving out to the country will
supposedly be realized in the
ramshackle house he has bought for
his family. Speer is wide-eyed, wears
the
marvelous
ultra-conservative
clothes well and generally personifies
the ultimate boob that Kaufman and
Hart strove to serve up.
He shuffles over to the fireplace
and pats the brickwork endlessly and
even as the dust rubs o ff of his hand
still remains undaunted. He works up
to a modicum of audience sympathy
and his high voice is a natural for the
role.
ANOTHER NATURAL is Mary
Ann
M o n te ve rd e
as
lo n g ,
long-suffering wife Annabelle, who
tosses o ff laugh lines with a
marvelously honed bristly iciness. As
she first enters W. Scott MacConnell’s
too
uncluttered
but
otherwise
“ cozy” dilapidated room while her
husband recaps that Washington once

TAKE THATI: Mary Ann Monteverde as Annabelle Fuller (left) and Mary Ellen Lurie as her actress friend get ready to
brain Wayne Diana as a bratty nephew after he betrays their confidence in the Major Theater Series production o f
"George Washington Slept Here. "
slept there, Monteverde deliberately
walks over to a hand plow in the
middle of the room, casts a sharp,
stinging eye and retorts, "Martha
wasn't a very good housekeeper"
with deadly precision.
Whether it is her tired walk of
disgust or her angular posture In
smoking a cigarette, Monteverde has
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PURVEYOR

OF LEVI’S® AND LEE
to make The Depot your
stop for jeans, jackets,
shirts, coordinates and ac
cessories (including pre
washed!). Gift Certificates
from The Depot make it
a great place to start your
holiday shopping.
Let the courteous ser
vice and warm atmosphere
of the Depot keep you on
the right track!

The names Levi’s® and
Lee stand for quality
clothing, and The Depot
offers a wide selection of
sizes and styles for every
one. We’re sure to have
something for you! And
now during our Grand
Opening Celebration, De
cember 5th thru Decem
ber 13th, is a great time

TWO TICKETS TO RIDE!
TH E GREAT

DEPOT GIVEAWAY

F R ID A Y N IT E
le P.M . D EC . 5 th

S A T U R D A Y N IT E |
9 P.M . D EC . 6 th

FREE T-SHIRT & TRANSFER
CHOOSE FROM O VER 75 DESIGNS!

BRING THIS TICKET TO

TH E DEPOT

10-SPEED I

k V *»

WEST BELT MALL,
WAYNE, N.J.

BICYCLE ■

No Purchase
N ecessary To E n te r/^ ^ | l1 |
BRING THIS TICK.ET TO THE DEPOT!
1 No purchase necessary to enter. You don’t! 11
1 have to be present to win. Offer good only a t 1
1 THE DEPOT, West Belt Mall, W ayne, N .J. | 1

grasped fu lly
the concept of
bolstering the play's dialogue with
marvelous and most important,
characterizing comic business.
Kaufman and Hart have provided
a fair assortment of comic characters
surrounding the happy couple and
many of them enact their particular
"typ e ," such as nagging rich uncle
(Jim Kenny), snippety but dumb
maid (Phyllis Kessler)' sly-like-a-fox
handyman (Henry Lipput), cynical
actress (Mary Ellen Lurie) and
snoopy neighbor (Lu Ann Nelson)
quite well, each achieving moments
of distinction.
NOT ALL the cast fit well into
the gallery, however. Wayne Diana is
perhaps too caricatured as the
Fullers' brat nephew and Gary
Friedman as a mortgage-menacing
landowner and Michael Chartier as a
ham actor don't achieve a balance in
their roles, either.

FREE T-SHIRT & t r a n s f e r ^
OFFER GOOD DEC. 5th THRU DEC. 13. 1975

WITH $ 15 PURCHASE ONLY.

1 REGULAR $3.00 VALUE 1

NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE NO.
10:00 AM to 9:30 PM Monday thru Saturday
West Belt Mall, Wayne, N.J.
at the junction of Routes 46 and 23.
(Adjacent to Willowbrook Mall)
MASTERCHARGE AND BANKAMERICARD

mm

Because not all the players serve
their roles well, the ensemble scenes,
especially the act endings, don't
come off w ith the crackerjack
precision they should. If it’s one
thing that Kaufman and Hart could
do well, it's building their acts to a
calamitous conclusion.
However, Richard Fox's colorful
and extremely well f it costumes
contribute a definite flavor and
MacConnell's set is balanced enough
to suggest craziness as well as a
llved-in, warm quality.
WITHIN THE limitations of a
lesser but still somewhat sharp
Kaufman and Hart comedy, the
Major Theater Series has tossed
together a production that does
something with its material rather
than just presenting it. The house
where George Washington slept
(don't be so sure) is worth a visit.

To Kiss t h e S ky ’
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By Lydia De Fretos
"T o Kiss the Sky," an original drama which took three years for senior
Tony Salerno to complete, will be presented in Studio Theater Wed.-Sat., Dec.
10-13 at 8 pm, with a 2 pm matinee on Friday.
According to Salerno, the play, which is Players' second production of the
1975-76 academic year, is an experiment o f fantasy versus reality involving the
oppression of a group o f sensitive, artistic people. The set, which uses a
minimal amount of scenery, is a prison where these outcasts are being
victimized by society.
SALERNO, A speech/theater major, is also directing the production, which
will be Players' entry in the American College Theater Festival competition.
The speech/thuater department's Major Theater Series has entered their recent
production of "Dark of the Moon" in the same competition.
As well as having had a good deal of acting experience, Salerno has directed
two on-campus plays and one at the Studio Playhouse in Montclair. He felt
compelled to write a play, he said when he began to doubt his ability to be
creative.
Salerno feels that it is not as rewarding to participate in a standard play
that has already been done possibly hundreds of times, and he looks forward
to the special challenge of producing a never before performed amateur work.
"T o be creative right from the start I decided I would have to write the entire
play," he said. Salerno also chose the cast and technical personnel himself. He is
currently working on two other plays and has an idea for a third.
OVER THE past summer Salerno rewrote parts of the script changing some
of the 14 characters to give them more human qualities and make them more
believable. The two act play is punctuated with four musical dance sequences
which forseshadow the action about to take place. Andrew Jannetti is
handling the choreography.
The simple costumes designed by Barbara Brower combined w ith the free
flowing music being composed by Brian Shannon add to the timeless effect
he's aiming at, Salerno said.
Shannon ¡s writing music to complement the already timed and
choreographed dance sequences. He said that he does not feel this limits him
but that it is "more of a challenge." Shannon also has a role in the play.
DESIGNER GENE Gebhardt said that working on "T o Kiss the S ky" was
"a definite learning experience, especially as regards what not to do." He was
referring to the difficulties involved in the construction of the set. To get from
the blueprints to the actual building can be frustrating, he said.
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Cousins Sparks
Straw bs Concert
By Scott Garside
There is hardly another rock band
in the world that could blend artistry
with pop music and captivate an
audience the way the Strawbs did
last Saturday night at Passaic's
Capitol Theater.

Lead singer David Cousins was
especially incredible. His voice ranged
from softness and tranquility in the
lullaby of the opening number,
"G hosts," to bitter, biting anger in
"R ound and Round" when he
frantically screamed: " I drew the
blade across my wrist/ To see how it
would feel/ Looked into the future/
There was nothing to reveal/ ro r we
were just the product/ of the ever
spinning wheel/ Round and Round
we go."
C O U S IN S ,
TH E
generally
recognized leader of the Strawbs was
anything but a 'dictator on stage.
Having b u ilt a reputation for himself
as a master of stringed instruments in
England, he chose to strum his
acoustic
and
electric
guitars
rhythmically rather than demonstrate
his vast instrumental abilities by
extensive soloing. That he left to
vocalist/luad guitarist Dave Lambert,

who once again proved himself an
outstanding guitarist w ithout being
excessively flashy. His biting solos
gave the music its haunting aura.
Bassist Chas Cronk, drummer Rod
Coombes and keyboardists John
Mealing and Robert Kirby rounded
out the band. Combined, these six
individuals astounded the audience
for well over an hour w ith their many
varieties o f music ranging from the
simplicity o f acoustic oriented folk
tunes to the com plexity of the
majestic "A utum n Suite" and "The
Life A uction," where Mealing and
Kirby were given the opportunity to
solo
on
the synthesizer
and
mellotron, respectively.
The group performed material
from their five most recent albums.
Between their first highly acclaimed
album, "Grave New W orld" and the
current "Nomadners," the Strawbs
have earned a reputation as a solid
progressive rock band. However, it's
d iffic u lt to impose labels on their
music since it
js so marvelously
diverse and protean.
THE STRAWBS returned for two
encores. The first was a medley of
"The River" and "Down by the Sea,"
both from "Bursting at the Seams"
which featured Cousins' excellent
vocals and Lambert's superb guitar
work. The second encore consisted of

„

EOF a nd LASO p r e s e n t

Opening the show for the Strawbs
was Betty White, whose only
accompaniment was acoustic guitar
and piano. Her singing, although
powerful, had very little direction.
Every once in a while she would
screech into the microphone and this
became annoying. She performed a
number of self-penned tunes, most of
which were just plain mediocre. The
only even m idly interesting part of
her half-hour performance was her
piano playing.

kÇfÇlClASDE

The Great Tape Escape
Stereo Equipment
Largest Selection o f Tapes
8 track—Quad—Cassette—Reel

SU M M O N S
YOU
To Their
Grand Opening Sale

TH IS COUPON IS W ORTH 70£
CENTS OFF ON A N Y TAPE
OR STEREO E Q U IPM EN T!! >

WE GUARANTEE
ALL OUR TAPES
FOR 1 FULL YEAR!

The Great
Tape Escape

^Th i n g s t o d o
W H E N YOU V ISIT
M E X IC O .
Look at the sky.
Go into an elevator and press 3.
Have lunch.
Ride in a taxicab or bus.
Ask a person for directions to the nearest
post office.
Have breakfast.
Walk on the sidewalk.
Chuckle.
*
Have a shot of Jose Cuervo.
Deliver a lecture to the Mexican
National Assembly on the
historical significance and potential
peacetime uses of the nectarine,
as seen through the eyes of Keats.

"LUCIA"

A Cuban film
d r a m a t i z i n g Cuban h i s t o r y ,
Latin A m e r i c a n c u l t u r e
a n d women’ s s t r u g g l e
f o r s o ci al e q u a l i t y !

T w o S h o w s on
W e d ., Dec. TO
Noon and 8 pm
S tu d e n t C en ter
B allroom s
A Class One organization of the SG A

Everything to Make
You Beautiful...
. . . At Discount Prices, Too!
10% Discount for M SC Students!
We carry a full line of Hair coloring, name brand
make-up, blowers, curling irons, brushes and
much more!

¡THIS WEEK’S SPECIAL!!
r ™

iT r iu c c J » c

TEFLON

c d c

/

m

s u

!

ELECTRIC

CURLING(To Q C
IRON 4 > 0

!F
171 Franklin Ave
Nutley, NJ 07110
(201) 661-2132
10:00 a m. to 9:00 p.m.
Daily
Please present
this coupon

M O N T C L A R I O N / S u e C astne r

ROCKIN' COWBOYS: Guitarists fo r the Marshall Tucker Band perform “ This OT C ow boy" as the fourth encore during
their concert at the Capitol Theater, Passaic, Friday.
two songs from the current album.
"Absent Friend," a Cousins original,
had a jazz feel to it. And Lambert's
first-rate rocker, "L ittle Sleepy,"
which featured electric guitar and his
own lead vocals, was a near-perfect
way to end the evening.

I

Professional Advice Available

THINGS OF BEAUTY
JOSE CUERVO*TEQUILA 80 PROOF
IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY 0 1975, HEUBI.E1N, INC . HARTFORD. CONN.

19 West Mount Pleasant Ave. 994-3646
Livingston
1267 Springfield Ave. 665-1110
New Providence
260 Bellevue Ave. 744-0778
Upper Montclair (in the Bellevue Theater)
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Brooklyn Foils Indians in Opener
By Steve Nuiver
The fencing action that unfolded
in the Panzer Gym Wednesday night
would have made Errol Flynn and
the three Musketeers envious. The
MSC men’s team opened its 1975
season by hosting Brooklyn College,
and the latter swashbuckled its way to
an exciting 15-12 triumph.
Howard Eisenberg of Brooklyn
College defeated Indian captain
Frank Wimbush 5-4 in the third
round of bouts in the epee class to
score the team’s 14th point and
insure them of victory.
"WE WERE in there jabbing away
at each other and he got me before I
got him on the final point,” Wimbush
said. " I f I had stayed back and
played my type of game things may
have been different.”
Dario Valcarcel had the best
matches of all the MSC swordsmen,
winning all three of his bouts with
the fo il. In the first match he fell
behind to his Brooklyn opponent,
Colin Abrams, 3-1 but managed to
come on strong and defeat him, 5-3.
"When I started out in the match
I was really nervous,” the fencer said.
" I began to relax and take deep
breaths and the moves just came to
me."
OTHER INDIANS who did well
were Al Mustilli (foil) and George
Latorre (sabre) who each won two of
the three bouts they entered. Last
year Mustilli had a 36-4 record as a
freshman, the best on the team.
" I told myself I was.going to go
undefeated this year,”
Mustilli
remarked. "B u t I guess I'll have to

||^

settle for that one loss.'
" I was relaxed in the third bout,"
he continued explaining his third
round victory, 5-2 over Abrams. "I
should have won the second match
but I let my opponent get to me
because he was pushing a lo t.”
LA TORRE, WHO is also a
sophomore and a high hope for the
MSC future, came into his third
round match with a 1-1 standing for
the night and came away with a hard
earned victory over Kirk Cypel.
” 1 was playing defensively and
waiting him out,” he explained.
Probably the MSC fencer who had
the most damaging night was Glenn
McCloud (sabre) who, in the process
of losing his second round match to
Michael DePalma, broke two sabres
and was stabbed in the leg.
" I HAD the blade up to his chest
and he continued to advance on me,"
the first year man said. " I moved the
blade down, it broke, and hit my
hand and then my leg."
But, like a true competitor,
McCloud didn’t let a little blood
bother him as he came out in the
third
match and defeated his
Brooklyn adversary 5-4.
" I saw there was an opening by
his head so in passing him I stayed
with it for the winning point," he
said.
COACH ROCK DeCicco felt that
his team fenced a good match, and
lost mainly because of their youth.
"Some of the boys are just
beginning," he said. "They were
trying hard and we lost a close one.”
"There are three or four new guys

M O N T C L A R IO N /S te v e Nulver

GETTING THE POINT: Tommy Yee o f MSC (right) swipes downward at his Brooklyn College opponent, Kirk Cypel,
during the fencing match Wednesday. Brooklyn defeated the Indians, 15-12.

and we're learning fast out of
necessity," Gary Vitullo, a first year
toiler said. "We started getting ready
for the year a little late but the coach
hasn't given us any slack and we're
working hard."

McCLOUD AGREES with his
teammate.
" I t looks like a very promising
season," he remarked. "We have all
the ingredients of a good team and

now we must put it together. We've
got a damn good coach and we've got
to give him our support to let him
know that we are here to fence."

E n te rta in m e n t p re se n ts

N ig h tC L U B
featuring

B uzzy Linhart
Comedian Robert Slurzberg
and more!
Thims.,
S

S G A ID $ 2 .5 0
t u c I eint C e n t e r B a U r o o m s
O t h e r s $ 5 .5 0
Food and Beverages Available!
D

ec

.

11

8 pm

[ M u s t h a v e p r o o f o f o g e 18!)
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Nobody Needles Tyrone
By Lonny Cohen

M O N TC L A R IO N /Lo nn y Cohen

A STITCH IN TIME: Tyrone Sherrod, forward on MSC's basketball team,
works on his latest creation. Sherrod sews most o f his own clothes.

NJSCAC Cage

Tyrone Sherrod has it all sewn up,
from his pants to a starting position
on the basketball team.
Not only is Sherrod averaging
15.5 points per game for head coach
Ollie Gelston but he has sewn his
entire wardrobe.
" I HAVEN'T bought any clothes
from a store in about 18 months
except for a pair o f straight legged
pants, and I swore that I would never
buy clothes again because of the
prices. I design about 70% of my
stuff and take the other 30% strictly
from patterns," he said.
It
all began when Sherrod
complained to his mother about
somepants that
didn 't fit. His
mother jokingly said that he should
take up sewing since it was hard to
find
pants that would fit his
particular
build and
Sherrod
answered back in jest that she should
buy him a sewing machine.
Later that day Sherrod noticed a
new machine in the house and after
questioning his mother, was on the

way to the world of the well and
cheaply dressed.
Patience and confidence is where
Sherrod brings his two favorite
hobbies together. "Patience is the
main thing in basketball when you're
trying to break a press or a zone, and
sewing is much the same as I'm
waiting for the product to come
together," he said.
"I HAVE confidence that the
stuff I make w ill always turn out
great, and how w ith a year of
experience I feel like I can play
against any of these guys, When I
first came the guys like Larry Hughes
and John Manning were bigger than

anybody I had ever played against
and I was certainly intimidated. But
now, with my height and experience,
I feel like the other guys should be
intim idated," he added.
"He's
an
amazingly
quick,
graceful and exciting player,"Gelston
commented. Sherrod w ith his wealth
o ' speed has fit well into MSC's
run ning
game.
"M ontclair
is
definitely a running team because if
MSC doesn't run MSC doesn't w in "
Sherrod stated.
So Sherrod w ill spend the rest of
his basketball season threading the
needle, whether it be through an
antagonistic defense or through his
new jacket.

O utlook

Profs Eye Title Repeot
By Al Barton
December is upon us. Besides
being the last month of the year it's
also the month that brings Christmas,
final exams and the start of the New
Jersey
State
College
Athletic
Conference basketball race.
According to the conference
coaches,
defending
champion
Glassboro State College shapes up to
be the favorite at this time. The Profs
are not w ithout challenge, however,
as both MSC and William Paterson
College loom as serious contenders. A
young Trenton State College squad
could surprise while Jersey City State
College and Kean College still battle
to stay out of the cellar.
William Paterson has severe big
man problems that only January can
solve. The
Pioneers have lost
6-foot-10 center Mike Barrett until at
least the end of January w ith a knee
injury.
Transfer
forward
Gary
Zimmerman is ineligible until the
first of the year so front-line
production could be scarce in
December.
December w ill be vital to Trenton
State if the Lions harbor any title
hopes. The young (two seniors)
cagers take on Glassboro State on
Mon., Dec. 15 and a loss could prove
deflating.
Here in the expected order of
finish is a capsule look at the
combatants:
GLASSBORO STATE
“ We play a long, tough schedule.
With the Lord's help we'll do all
right," Prof head coach Jack Collins
claims.
Divine
intervention
nonwithstanding, it appears that
defending champion Glassboro State
will indeed do all right. The Profs
have a flock of veterans returning
from last year's Division 3 national
runner-up contingent.
Leading the way are a pair of
all-conference picks, Greg Ackles and
Dennis Flaherty. The 6-2 Ackles led
the circuit in scoring last year and
when you add 6-4 senior Mike Goode
and 6-3 Joe Stevens the Profs have
the makings of a championship unit.
W ILLIAM PATERSON

The Pioneers finished a close
second last year and again look to be
in the bridesmaid role for yet another
season.
Ken
Brown,
a
1974- 75
all-conference choice, is the big gun
for the Pioneers. Brown has more
moves than a can of worms and
jumps like a kangaroo. 6-1 forward
Leon Smith is a quick, springy player
w ho'll have to do a lo t of springing
until Zimmerman and Barrett arrive.

TRENTON STATE
"W e'll be competetive this year,
we're looking to breakeven," second
year coach Tom McCorry claims.
McCorry would probably forget
his first season as his Lions finished
dead last w ith a 1-9 log. Trenton
State has added some much needed
height in 6-6 junior Bill Schmedes
and 6-3 sophomore Jose Oakley.
They have nowhere to go but up.
According to McCorry, Dumont's
frosh Tom Higgins, a 6-2 guard is a
man to watch. The other guard slot is
ably manned by co-captain Charlie
De Paola, a slick ball-handler who can

shoot from downtown.
JERSEY CITY STATE
This is the smallest team I've had
here in nine years," reveals Gothic
mentor Larry Shiner.
Considering that the tallest Jersey
City State starter is 6-3 the statement
is undeniably true. Although the
Gothics boast one of the finest
guards in the state in Mike
Markowski not even he w ill be
enough to keep the Gothics from the
doldrums.
KEAN COLLEGE
Joe Palermo takes over as head
coach and has a tough year ahead of
him.
" I don't like to write o ff an entire
season before it starts but with
people getting used to me and the
school at the same time, we're in for
a rebuilding year," he said.
Only one player w ith varsity
experience, Jeff Tiplady, is back.
Besides all the inexperience, Palermo
is also forced to work w ith a small
team.

* 3 3 ,5 0 0 ,0 0 0

Unclaimed
Scholarships
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,COO. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

UNCLAIM ED SCHOLARSHIPS

Imagine an order of 22,000 priests and brothers in 73
countries around the World. (That’s a pretty big family.)
But that's what the Salesians of St. John Bosco are all
about — a large family of community-minded men dedicated
to the service of youth. (And no one gets lost.)
In the 1800’s a chance meeting between a poor
priest and a street urchin served to create a movement of such
success that it is still growing today. Don Bosco became the
priest who brought youth back from the streets — and
back to God.
He reasoned that a program of play, learn and pray would
make useful citizens of the world. He crowded out evil with
reason, religion and kindness in a (what was then unheard of)
atmosphere of family spirit.
The ideals of St. John Bosco are still with us today. His
work goes on in boys clubs, technical and academic schools,
guidance centers, summer camps and missions. And his very
human approach is very evident in the family spirit of the
Salesians. This is the way he wanted it. This is the way it is.
The Salesian experience isn’t learned — it’s lived.

For more information about Salesian Priests and
Brothers, mail this coupon to:

Father Joseph, S.D.B. Room A -24 6

Salesians

OF ST. JOHN BOSCO
Fllors Lane, West Haverstraw, N.Y. 10993

11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025

I am interested in the Priesthood □

Brotherhood □

□ I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.
Nam e.

P L E A S E RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIM ED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:

Street Address.
City__________

Name.
College Attending.

Address_____________________________
City__________________________State__
(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)

-Z ip .

Class o l.

State.

.Z ip .
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Grapplers Depend on Freshman Trio
M SC W ins Tw o, Drops One
By Hank Gola

Steve Caldwell
Absence Felt

Heavyweight, is out until December
23 with a skin disease while Tundo
pulled out of Saturday's quad with a
sore knee.
Consequently, Sciacchetano had to
move freshman 118-pounder Lou
Oddo into the 134 spot where he lost
three decision, two superior. And
when Caldwell's replacement, Chuck
Ferrar, showed up at the weigh-in
with swollen glands, Sciacchetano
had to send him to the hospital and
move Jon Stoll into the unlimited
class where he lost one bout by
forfeit and two by decision, including
the telling 16-0 loss to Princeton's
John Softer.

If you need any further evidence
of MSC's great recruiting year in
wrestling, witness the fact that three
freshmen are now carrying the
Indians' fortunes. George Kacavas,
Ken Mallory and Dorn DiGioacchino
were principaly responsible for MSC’s
18-13 win over Temple University
and 23-18 win over the University of
Maryland while being upset, 22-19 by
Princeton University Saturday.
Kacavas won all three of his
118-pound bouts, one by pin.
Mallory won twice and drew once
while DiGioacchino was highly
impressive in defeating three tough
opponents with one by fall.
"IT'S A little odd that the three
freshmen are carrying us," Coach
Larry Sciacchetano admitted. "But
we really miss Vince Tundo and
Steve Caldwell."
Caldwell, the runnerup in last
year's Division 3 nationals at

"I WAS afraid to even send Jon
out there. I felt like pulling him off
the mat at times," Sciacchetano said.
"Sefter is a Pennsylvania state champ
and even I wouldn't like to be out on
the mat with him. But we needed the
points for the w in."

By Joan Rizzio

OPPORTUNITY
to
Bergen
county
resident for training as
member of Treatment
Team to help teenager
who will live in your
home up to 18 months.
Weekly Treatment Team
meetings, $200 month
stipend,
cl ot hi ng
al l owance,
medical
coverage and allowance
for teen.

State College, and the day following
the match it travels to Allentown Pa.
As a friendly gesture to the French
team, international rules should be
employed,
but
they
may be
negotiated between Clermont and
MSC.
THE SQUAWS, will be up against
some stiff competition as their
opponents carry with them rather
strong and respected credentials. For
the past eight years Clermont has
been the French inter-collegiate
champion, and for the past three
years the team has represented
France in the European Cup finals. In
addition
seven of the players
currently
on
the roster hold
membership on the French women’s
national team.
The MSC squad is not to be
outdone, however, as its record also
speaks for itself. Last season the team
compiled a 13-4 record in regular
play, and it captured fifth place in

the Middle-Atlantic regionals by
winning the consolation finals. It also
finished on top in the New Jersey
State Tournament three out of the
four years it was run and it has
qualified
for
the
Mid-Atlantic
regionals every year since they began.
MSC
SHOWS
a
balanced
combination of experience and fresh
talent. Of the 12 players seven are
returning to the team from last
season. Captain Randi Burdick and
Barbara Burek both seniors return
with juniors Margaret Bloodgood,
Debra Rodriguez, and Maria Webb
Sophomores Ellen Henly and Carol
Blazejowski, who averaged 20 points
a game last season, join rookies
Kathy Coster, a junior transfer
student and freshmen Pat Caluturdo,
Peggy Rooney, Jill Rush and Janice
Ternyik.
MSC and Clermont appear to be
rather evenly matched which should
make a very interesting encounter.
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What do you get
an imported car owner
for Christmas
or Chanukah?
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Just about everything we sell at Metrix!
NEEDED:
Married or single adults
with maturity, desire to
learn and help a teen.
Call Children’s Aid and
Adoption Society, 360
Larch Ave., Bogota, NJ,
at 487-2022.

Metrix Foreign Car Parts of New Jersey
Instead of socks, ties, bathrobes and
shirts, it’s leather steering wheel covers,
walnut shift knobs, coco floor mats and
quartz headlights An extraordinary
selection of exciting parts, accessories,
instruments and publications All unique,
unexpected gifts for the man who drives
an imported car Just tell us the kind of
import he drives, whether or not he does
his own work on the car. and how much

or how little you wish to spend We ll solve
your gift problems for Christmas or
Chanukah And all year round Come to
Metrix And deck his car with shocks by
Koni Or any one of thousands of
fabulous automotive gifts
(P.S. Bring this ad with you and w e’ll
give you free with any gift purchased
a rugged leather and steel key
holder... with his c a r’s insignia in
rich enamel!)

jn

FA IR FIELD
1275 bloomfield avenue
575 0180

metrix

foreign car parís
ol new lersey

Qreat parts for the world's grew« cars.
CALL FOR DRIVING DIRECTIONS
Mon-Fri 8:30-6:00- STORE HOURS-Sat 8:30-3:00

The Owls, who have never beaten
MSC, put their second team out
against the Tigers and still defeated
them but couldn't top the Indians
with even their starting o u tfit.
MSC jumped out to a big lead on
the strength of its lighter weights and
offset a late Temple rally that took
the final three bouts.

ttüm
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Larry Sciacchetano
Puzzled by Loss

Wi n ni n g at 118

S quaw s to Face French Team
College basketball is once again
upon us. The women's basketball
team has now joined the schedule of
various sports events at MSC.
Although it is still pre-season, the
1976 varsity squad w ill experience its
first group effort as it takes on
France's Clermont University in un
exhibition game next Fri., Dec. 12 at
7:30 pm in Panzer Gym.
Arranged by Carl Pence, the tour
coordinator for the French team, the
game w :ll be part of a limited
appearance on the east coast by
Clermont. The night before the MSC
game Clermont plays Lock Haven

Other factors led to the surprising
loss. Mallory tried a throw on Kevin
Roesch and ended up on his back,
five points the worse. He had to fight
back to gain an 11-11 tie.
And 158-pounder Walt Bennett
was caught in a cradle and ended up
being pinned by Jay Stuart.
"WE NEVER expected to get
much competition from Princeton. I
guess we kind of looked past them.
But I thought Temple would beat us
with even our best team on the mat.
We seem to have a hex on them,"
Sciacchetano said.

Kacavas Fills Void
By John Delery
For some time now the 118-pound slot in the MSC wrestling
lineup has been virtually vacant. But that was before George
Kacavas came along. Kacavas,only a freshman, made his grappling
debut Saturday for the Indians and was one of the main reasons the
Tribe beat Temple University and the University of Maryland in
their opening quad meet at Princeton University.
Kacavas, who hails from Lowell, Mass., won all three of his
bouts, including a pin over Princeton's Greg Lintenis. Ever since Ed
Alber, a one time All-American, turned in his Indian uniform, coach
Larry Sciacchetano has been searching for his replacement. He was
finally rewarded for his patience by luring Kacavas into the fold.
"AS THE season progresses, George w ill be a huge asset to us. He
is our first legitimate 118-pounder since Ed Alber graduated,"
Sciacchetano boasted. Last year we forfeited a lot of our bouts at
118 but we won’t have to worry about that problem this season."
Even though Kacavas won all three of his matches he was not
impressed.
" I was not as sharp as I would have liked to have been," Kacavas
remarked with a trace of a Massachusettes accent. "M y bouts were
closer than they should have been. The Thanksgiving layoff hurt me.
I was too sloppy and way too slow."
AS CAN be expected Kacavas was noticably nervous in his first
bout, a 2-0 squeaker over Maryland's Steve Diagostino.
" I was mad that I didn't score more than two points," Kacavas
noted. " I took him down about three other times but each time I
was out of bounds."
Against Lintenis, Kacavas started slowly but finally caught fire
early in the third period. With only two minutes left in the bout he
stuck him on his back for the pin and the win. The six points
Kacavas got for the fall put the Indians out in fron of their hosts
before the Tigers fought back.
"THIS WAS by far the easiest bout I had all day," Kavacas
admitted, " I guess I could have finished him o ff earlier but I wasn't
following up all the way on my moves." In his third bout Kacavas
almost found himself in trouble right from the beginning but
escaped with a 7-3 decision over Temple's Jim Wolfe.
"He was the strongest guy I faced all day," Kacavas noted. He
nearly took me down from the opening whistle and I was lucky to
hold on."
BUT KACAVAS stretched his 2-1 first period margin to 4-1 by
the second and coasted home from there.
While at Lowell High Kacavas was a high school All-America and
a two-time Massachusetts state champ. He was also a New England
champ twice in addition to being a national federation placewinner.
But being a star in high school doesn't mean anything when you
get to college, a fact Kacavas is aware of.
"THE GUYS up here are a lot tougher and stronger than anyone
I have ever faced," Kacavas insisted. "Y ou have to make sure that
you think every minute you are on the mat because none of these
guys are afraid of you no matter what your credentials are."
Sciacchetano has nothing but praise for his potential super-star.
"When we first saw George we thought he might be a little too
small, but he has ended all those doubts. He has really surprised me.
He is a lot stronger than we thought. There is no doubt now that he
is a tremendous prospect for now and the future ," he said.
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Cogers
By Bob Scherer
If either Leon Smith or Ken
Brown had shot poorly, it would
have probably been any easy win for
MSC. Because neither did, it was a
hard win.
The two combined fo r 41 points
for William Paterson College but their
dual effort was not enough to
overcome MSC's balanced attack.
The result was a 62-60 Indian victory
before a bipartisan Panzer Gym
crowd Tuesday night.
SMITH SHOT 10 for 12 from the
floor and scored 21 points, 15 of
which time came in the first half
when he was unstoppable. Brown
then took over in the second half
scoring 12 points. For the game, he
was 10 of 21 for 20 points.
Together, they gave the Pioneers
an early eight-point bulge and then,
after MSC captured the lead, kept the
game close and exciting.
In the end, it came down to two
key MSC stalls that assured the win
and frustrated WPC. With the Indians
in front 61-60 and only 2:35
remaining, MSC froze the ball for 40
seconds before Jeff Auerbacher was

fouled attempting a shot. Auerbacher
connected on the second of his two
attempts to give MSC the edge 62-60.
Both teams stiffened defensively
during the ensuing scoreless 1:20
before a WPC turnover gave MSC
possession with 42 seconds left. At
that point, the Indians effectively
froze the ball again, passing elusively
over and around the outstretched
arms of the Pioneers until Jim
McNichol was deliberately fouled
with just four seconds remaining.
McNICHOL MISSED the foul
shot and WPC's Bob Lobban grabbed
the rebound, calling time out with
three seconds left. Next came the
inbounds pass and another time out
by the Pioneers with two seconds
left. The final play was designed to
be a corner jump by Smith but he
mishandled the inbounds pass from
midcourt and the ball trickled out of
bounds at the buzzer.
Later, MSC coach Ollie Gelston
commented on his team's stall
tactics. "We wanted to stall but we
had hoped for more movement," the
coach said. "However when it did
break down we kept our poise and
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were able to spread out when we got
out of the pattern."
Auerbacher's 19 point effort on
seven of 13 shooting led MSC in
scoring but key contributions were
made by nearly everyone. Keith
Murray, starting in place of the
injured John Oakes, scored 11 points
and played particularly aggressive
defense. Tyrone Sherrod also scored
11 points and sparked several fast
breaks for MSC.
A t one juncture with MSC in
front 56-50, William Paterson staged
a 6-1 rally that narrowed the lead to
one, setting up the tense final
minutes. They did it on a jumper by
Brown and two fast break layups by
Don Lee sandwiched between a
technical foul free throw by Murray.
MSC’s Jim Reid then hit a jumper
from
the outside only to be
countered by a long two-pointer by
George Sefcik, narrowing the Indian
lead to 59-58. Sherrod extended
MSC's lead back to three with a fast
break bucket before Lee connected
again to m ake-it 61-60. MSC then
resorted successfully to stalling.

Bench Does Its Part, Too
By Bill Mezzomo
"Freeze it! Freeze it ! "
That cry echoed o ff the walls of
Panzer Gym in the closing seconds of
a hard fought battle between MSC
and William Paterson College in
Tuesday night's basketball contest.
Leading by a scant two points, the
Indians zipped the basketball around
in an effort to run down the clock.
But suddenly an errant pass shot

II

high in the air, seeming to hang for
an eternity, when Jeff Auerbacher
leaped to grasp the lose ball, insuring
the Indians possession and a 62-60
Tribe victory.
AH, BUT this game was not won
in the last fleeting seconds. It was not
sim ply
some
m iraculous
come-from-behind effort. Instead the
seeds of triumph were planted
shortly before the first half ended,
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MAKING HIS MOVE: MSC guard Jim McNichol 121) dribbles past Leon
Smith o f William Paterson College Tuesday at Panzer Gym. McNichol's passing
helped the Indians to their second straight win.

when Ollie Gelston looked to his
bench for help. The response came
from John Minimma, Jim Reid, and
Bryan McCann who perked up the
Indians, and helped to move the team
to a two-point lead at halftime.
" I t was a good overall team
e ffo rt," Auerbacher said later. "The
bench was great and the team really
stuck together."
"The starting five were a little
slow,” the Tribe captain went on.
"B u t thanks to the help from the
bench, we were able to pull together
in the second half."
AUERBACHER
DESERVES
much of the credit also. Coming back
at the start of the second half the
MSC forward spearheaded a surge.
Scoring three quick baskets, with the
help of some n ifty passing from
guards Jim McNichol and Keith
Murray, Auerbacher led the Indians
and put a damper on the Pioneer
hopes of victory.
"The heady play by the guards
helped set up the forwards. This
made us much more confident and
helped put points up on the board,"
Auerbacher noted.
The
Indian
attack
favored
movement toward the basket. Along
with Auerbacher, Tyrone Sherod and
John Manning cut swiftly from the
corners suprising the Pioneer defense
by putting in easy lay ups.
"T H E Y WOULD lay o ff us and
look fo r the pass. We couldn't get
any good shots from the perimeter,
but the backcourt set us up with
some really great passes. This caused
a lot of movement and action
inside."
" I t feels good to win, particularly
in the conference. But was really
impressive was our spirit. We stuck
together. And that's something we
haven't done in past years. It s
great," he said.

A LL ALO NE: With the basket all to himself MSC’s Tyrone Sherrod 14) goes in
for an easy layup against William Paterson College Tuesday. Pioneers George
Sefcik (14) and Leon Smith (25) look on.
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PASSING F A N C Y: Je ff Auerbacher (23) finds an MSC teammate under the
basket and feeds him fo r an assist as Don Lee o f William Paterson College
defends. MSC won, 62-60.

